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When this was done I looked 
again, and before my eyes 
appeared a vast crowd beyond 
man s power to number. They 
came from every nation and tribe 
and people and language, and 
they stood before the throne of 
the Lamb, dressed in white robes 
with palm branches in their 
hands. With a great voice they 
shouted these words•• 
"Salvation belongs to our God 
who sits upon the throne and 
to the Lambf 
Revelation 7:9, 10 
(Phillips) 
INTRODUCTION 
EVERY TONGUE SHALL CONFESS . . . a collection of personal 
expressions of the new life in Jesus Christ, as experienced by our 
brothers and sisters around the world. 
There are others whose testimonies should be incorporated in such a 
venture. But how to collect them? And how to know when to stop? Even a 
limited contact with missionaries and pastors resulted in more items than 
could be printed in this book. Hopefully this brief sampling is represen-
tative of the spectrum of the cultures where Brethren in Christ have 
witnessed and served. (We regret that the articles from Montreal Lake 
Children's Home were lost in the mail between Timber Bay and Elizabeth-
town.) 
Note that instead of a Table of Contents, an Index is provided for 
your convenience in locating items. Also, for the first time, a brief job 
description accompanies each name in the Personnel Roster. 
We thank all who have helped make EVERY TONGUE SHALL 
CONFESS a reality, and pray that you, the reader, will join with these 
believers in giving praise to our wonderful Lord. 
The Missions Office Staff 
Brethren in Christ Missions 
photo by Marion Heisey 
For one whole year they plan, think and pray, 
And consult with the missionaries .. . 
There are times of frustration, uncertainty and indecision 
But then, that is part of the joy 
In knowing God will guide, resolve and work in His ways, 
To bring about fruitful days. 
The Crusade begins with much work behind, and still, 
Much ahead to do. 
The music, the meals, the travel, the preparation 
All are part of it. 
The unity of the people is evident as they work, watch, and pray, 
And people respond to the Christian way. 
My ways are not your ways, and my thoughts are not your thoughts 
Says God to His people. 
And so it is with the Navajos as they do their thing for God 
Sometimes different from the missionary. 
Yet, instinctively, they move with what must be done, 
And in so doing, God's approval have won. 
—Marion J. Heisey 
Navajo Mission, 
New Mexico 
"I was a spirit worshipper 
all oj my life..: 
"I was the first in my family to become a Christian," said Boaz. "Then 
my wife, and five years later, my mother, two brothers and their wives 
followed." Here brother Joel took up the story of how the Gospel had 
spread from their home to his in-laws' home in Jankinagar. Later, his 
wife's brother found the Lord over in Sisawa. Soon Boaz and Joel's oldest 
brother and the widow of another brother found the Lord. And less than 
one year ago, Joel's wife's parents became Christians. 
Often we have remarked how the Gospel spreads through family 
lines here in the tribal witness. A visit to Boaz's village to trace the spread 
of the Gospel also pointed up several other interesting factors of 
evangelism among tribals. A primary reason for turning to Christianity 
seems to be illness, and fear of the spirit world, a world dominated by the 
witch doctor. And then, the importance of consistent Christian living which 
attracts relatives and neighbours to Christ. 
Boaz began the story with his own conversion about 17 years ago. "I 
was a spirit worshipper all my life but when illness came, then the spirits 
could not help me." After spending a year's wages for goat and chicken 
sacrifices, the witch doctor said, "There's nothing more I can do. The 
spirits refuse to be driven out of your body." Discouraged and ill, Boaz set 
out in the direction of Banmankhi thinking he might meet a Christian there 
who could tell him of this new religion beginning to spread among the 
Santals. Sitting in the bazaar eating watermelon was Benjamin, Santal 
Christian leader, whom he had contacted earlier at a me/a (religious fair). 
When he approached him about becoming a Christian, Benjamin 
retorted, "How can you become a Christian? You're worshipping idols and 
spirits!" to which Boaz responded, "I'm tired of this useless worship and 
am giving it up to become a Christian." So Boaz began to attend worship 
services where he learned the meaning of following Christ and became a 
convinced believer. 
His wife, however, would have nothing to do with this new way, even 
though Boaz offered her the inducements of special sweets and 
delicacies! When Boaz was baptized, his wife returned to her parents who 
promised her a more fortuitous second marriage. Soon, though, misfor-
tune befell her. A baby chick strangled close to its mother foretold a 
similar death for her and her baby — so said the witch doctor. 
Blood sacrifices, personal gifts and nails were required; nails to 
capture the evil spirit within her and nail it to a tree. Unfortunately, during 
the nailing process, a snake appeared, scattering the witch doctor and 
other participants in fright. Now the spirit was free to return to the wife. 
Her older brother advised her that the only hope left was to offer daily 
worship to the spirits and perhaps save herself further harassment from 
them. But full of fear and weary of spirit worship, she returned secretly to 
her husband, Boaz, ready now to learn from him how to be a Christian. 
This included willingness to share in his persecution, for Boaz's brothers 
were angry at him for turning from the animistic worship of their fathers. 
Boaz and his wife bore the opposition for five years before they saw any 
fruit from their consistent testimony. 
Here brother Joel took up the story, describing his serious illness 
which the witch doctor was powerless to cure. He spoke boldly to the 
witch doctor telling him, "Here, I've offered so many sacrifices and spent 
all this money but you can't cure me of this illness. Something must be 
wrong somewhere!" So more sacrifices were called for and the witch 
doctor announced that someone must be putting a spell on Joel. A 
second witch doctor, brought in for consultation, decided that there must 
be a witch right in Joel's own family, otherwise the illness would surely 
have disappeared. Joel felt only despair. 
Since a young man, he had been a sun worshipper ritually offering 
water and prayers to it besides sacrificing to the spirits. Now he made up 
his mind — he, too, would become a Christian. If his illness could not be 
cured, then he would die a Christian and receive God's gift of eternal life. 
At Banmankhi, he met Philip the deacon who advised him to attend 
services and listen to the Word. During this time of learning, he was 
successfully treated for his illness at Madhipura Christian Hospital. A 
preaching camp was held in the village where he learned more of Christ 
and within three months, in February 1961, his wife, brother Mosai and his 
wife, and their mother all were baptized. What joy to have mother, three 
sons and their wives all in Christ! 
Having found a good thing, the brothers were ready to share the 
Good News with others still clutched by the power of spirits. First came 
Sarhu, a relative from Jankinagar. Hesitant to visit the brothers because 
they were Christians, yet fearful of the ghost of his dead child which 
haunted his house at night, he sought them out. Joel's advice was, "Pray 
to Jesus in your house and the evil spirits will leave." It was effective 
advice and before long, Sarhu and his wife and later two other families in 
that village turned to Christ. 
A relative living in Sisawa sought out the brothers for help. Lonely 
and discouraged after his ten children had died, one following the other, 
he wondered what to do. "Perhaps if you would believe in Jesus, your 
children would live," he was told. He remained with the brothers for eight 
days, observing their faith and learning more of Christ. Then through 
further teaching, including preaching camps in his village, he and his wife 
both followed the Lord in baptism. The advice given was good again for 
now a living child brightens their home. 
The oldest brother in the family lives twenty miles distant in a very 
remote area. He was interested in the Gospel but living so far away did not 
have access to the teaching of the Word. Eventually, both Dina Mirandi 
and the preachers held camps in his village and were impressed with the 
eagerness of the family in learning how to become Christians. About five 
years ago this extended family group was also baptized. 
The most recent addition to this Christian family tree came when 
Joel's elderly father and mother-in-law became believers a year ago. At 
the close of the story, the missionary remarked, "This is a wonderful thing 
that so many have found Christ. This has happened because you and your 
families have lived faithful Christian lives and given ready testimony of 
your faith in Christ." 
Erma Sider, India 
"We were feeling a real need 
for extra help." 
It was the third year that we had a 
summer Bible school in the small 
mining/tourist town of Gowganda 
(about 400 miles north of Niagara 
Falls). We had forwarded posters to 
announce the school and had a 
cottage by the lake reserved for our 
team of five — George and Milly 
Sider , Kathy Bosser t , Susan 
Lambert and Debbie Stewart. The 
bench in front of the little grocery 
store was filled with friends from 
previous years, waiting to welcome 
us. After greetings, a couple of the 
young fellows directed us to the 
cottage and helped us unload. 
Then it was rain, rain, rain, for the 
next 24 hours! 
The rain hindered our visitation 
on Sunday; however, the team 
spent some time setting up the 
classrooms in preparation for Mon-
day morning. We didn't know what 
to expect since we had made no 
calls on Sunday. Monday morning 
by starting time we had eight 
children, but before long, 25 had 
arrived. 
The school grew each day with 
keen interest, resulting in an enroll-
ment of 60. Interestingly, the school 
enrollment during the year was 64. 
The children are eager and open, 
as there is no church or Sunday 
School in this town. It is surprising 
though, that they do have a fair 
knowledge of the Bible and Chris-
tian principles. As the invitation to 
receive Christ was given, quite a 
number responded. Others who 
rece ived Him last year were 
counseled and prayed with. 
Tuesday evening during our staff 
devotional period, we were dis-
cussing our problems and needs. 
We were feeling a real need for 
extra help in some of the classes. 
As we were about to pray, there 
was a knock on the door. There 
stood Tom and Connie Harper from 
Hamilton, on their vacation. They 
stayed with us the rest of the week. 
This was a real answer to prayer, 
even before we had prayed! 
The last morning, one father 
came in and gave $25 saying he 
and his wife wanted to express their 
appreciation. 
George Sider, Hamilton, Ontario 
From a report on the 1972 
Northern Gospel Crusade 
Davis Ncube, graduate of Mtshabezi 
Teacher Training School, Rhodesia. 
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photo by George Bundy 
When the King Comes Back to Reign 
Words and music by 
Davis Ncube 
Scored for piano and guitar by 
Philip Holland and Judy Bundy 
J ^ n r r p p l r r r r r K r n r 
Twill be t re -men-dous when the King comes back to reign. Twi l l be tre- men-dous wihen the 
f' 8k F1 B* 
r r r r l H r r r r r r i r r r l r r 
King comes back to stay. Sit-ting on the Throne of Da-vid, In Zi- on Ci - ty; 
B* f' 
r r r r r r l r r r l r J j V l r ^ l r r ? 
Reign-ing on the Throne of Da-vid With glo-ry and tran- quit - i - ty. Sor-row be 
(Last ooly) 
gone (Hal- le- lu- jah); Mourn-ing be gone (Hal- le- lu- jah). Sing Hal- le- lu- jah; 
r' ^ r r 
Sing Hal- le- lu- lah. 
2. 'Twill be t remendous when Jesus comes back to reign, 
'Twill be tremendous; Oh, what a joyful day. 
Sitting on the Throne of David 
In Zion City; 
Reigning in millenial splendour 
With glory and tranquil i ty. 
Troubles be gone (Hallelujah); Worry be gone (Hallelujah). 
3. Twill be t remendous when the Lord comes back to reign, 
Twi l l be t remendous when His angels roam the earth; 
Gathering His elect together 
In Zion City; 
Saluting the King of Israel 
With glory and tranquil i ty. 
Satan be gone (Hallelujah); Peace be borne (Hallelujah). 
4. Twi l l be t remendous when the King comes back to reign, 
Twi l l be t remendous when my Saviour comes to reign. 
Sitting on the Throne of David 
In Zion City; 
Christians singing around Him 
With glory and all holiness. 
Devil be gone (Allelujah); Peace be borne (Allelujah). 
TONGA WOMEN 
AND SIMPLE FAITH 
"Before we begin our lesson today, does anyone have anything they 
wish to share with the group. Our meeting together should be a time when 
we can share our burdens and pray for each other." 
Bina Catharine rose to her feet (Bina means "mother of"). She 
usually was smiling through very bright eyes. Today she was much 
concerned over her 12 year old daughter who each year about this time 
becomes ill. She was ill now with some sort of swelling. The other women 
listened sympathetically to their sister's problem. They also had children 
and knew the fear illness can cause. We had a time of prayer, (very simple 
prayers but full of faith) and went on with the Bible lesson. 
Next week, a time for praise included a testimony from Bina 
Catharine to the fact that her child was well. Not sure that we all 
understood fully, we asked if she was completely well (sometimes it is 
easier to believe that the Lord only partially heals). The answer came 
through clear that she is now completely well. We had to stop right there 
and thank the Lord. 
* * * 
At another time it was known that the pastor's youngest child was 
very ill with malaria. At the conclusion of our Bible lesson, the women 
announced that we would all go to the next house (where the pastor lived) 
and pray for the baby. 
We entered the house which was a bit small for the group of women 
but after many sat on the floor we found there was room enough after all. 
Sitting with some women relatives, there was the mother holding little 
Mesilina, who instead of gurgling with babyish delight, was quiet with 
fever. 
We gave the customary greetings, a very important part of a home 
visit. The little service which followed was short and simple. We sang a 
hymn or two, someone said a few appropriate words and then two prayed 
aloud while the rest made their petition silently. It was obvious that those 
women believed the Lord heard them so it was not surprising to hear the 
next day that the child was now better. 
"According to your faith be it unto you." 
It is thrilling to see such faith at work in these women. 
—Miriam Stern, Zambia 
"This will be ti 
the 43th yet 
10 
In September Mr. Aburatani of Hagi called me. 
"Moshi, moshi. Zook desu ga . . . (Hello, this is Zooks.) 
"This is speaking, Aburatani." 
"Aburatani San? It has been a long time. How have you been?" 
"It has been a long time, hasn't it? Are you and your family well? By 
the way, I am wondering if you are free on November 23rd. I want to have 
a memorial service for my late father, and I would like to ask you to 
conduct it, as it will be at Agawa." 
While Mr. Aburatani is talking I consult my calendar. November 23 is 
a national holiday and I have nothing scheduled. When I went to Hagi the 
next week, I went to visit Brother Aburatani and his wife. He showed me 
pictures that had been taken at the first memorial service which had been 
conducted by Pete Willms about seven years ago. 
"How long has it been since your father died?" 
"He died in Showa 36 so it's been almost 12 years, but this will be the 
celebration of the 13th year of his death." 
"In Buddhism, is there a memorial service every year?" 
"The Buddhist priest may come every year but only on special years 
the family gathers for the service." 
"What do you mean by 'special years'?" 
"These are the first year's anniversary, then the seventh, the 
thirteenth, the thirtieth, and the fiftieth. On these years, the relatives 
gather and after the service is over there is a feast together." 
"What plan do you have for the service this time?" 
"Well, we'll have some songs and prayer and Scripture reading and 
then your talk. After your talk we'll have some more songs, prayer and 
then have a time of recollection and then offer flowers." 
"Is the flower offering necessary?" In my mind this was too close to 
ancestor worship and I felt uncomfortable. 
'celebration of 
'ojh is death'' 
photos by Marlin Zook 
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"There will be mostly non-Christian relatives coming and they will 
feel that the service is incomplete unless they can offer something." 
"Is there a difference, then, between offering flowers and burning 
incense?" 
Brother Aburatani seemed to distinguish between the offering of 
flowers and the burning of incense. He would not do the latter as this is an 
important part of Buddhist worship. But to offer flowers is a symbol of 
respect. So I went along with the program he had outlined. 
At the service, Brother Aburatani explained to the relatives before 
the "flower offering" that he is a Christian and worshipped only God, that 
the ancestors were not gods but men created by God, and that, for him, 
the offering of flowers is a symbol of respect and appreciation. 
As most of the relatives were non-believers, the Scripture passages 
(Hebrews 11:1-23 and 12:1-11) were written in the order of worship, as 
were the words of the songs. 
Brother Nishimura of the Nagato Church was the leader, Brother 
Kuboe of Takibe read the Scripture, and I spoke. In my talk I pointed out 
that God demands that we be perfect and that death comes because of 
sin, our imperfections. But, in Christ, we have an escape from death 
because Jesus took our sins and died, and by faith in Him we need not 
die. In Jesus, we can be perfect. 
After the service I was asked to deliver some of the guests to their 
homes on my way home. In the car they shared their reactions. They could 
understand that God says we must be perfect, and we all know that we are 
not perfect. But how can we "in Christ"? This, they said, they could not 
understand. Although I was unable to satisfy all their questions, we were 
able to share the Good News of eternal life to these relatives who are not 
Christian. This was perhaps the main aim of such a service. Most relatives 
are not interested in Christianity but a memorial service is, by custom, 
something which should be attended and so they listen to what the 
"priest" has to say. 
Later Brother Aburatani wrote a card of thanks: 
Good greetings to both of you and your beloved chi ldren in love of the Lord. Indeed we 
are very thankful for your spontaneously kind assistance and cooperat ion in the way of 
attending at the second memorial service for the late father, brother, sister, niece and 
nephew to deliver your encouraging message to all the attendants of the service, and at the 
same t ime in the way of sending off the five guests on your way back to your home by your 
personal car after the meeting was over. 
We, all the members of my family and my all close relatives, are so thankful and glad to 
have been given us such an impressive and consol ing service through our personal Saviour 
Jesus Christ. 
—Marlin Zook, Japan 
Siyabonga! 
Can you imagine helping someone out of a difficulty, like getting a 
gallon of gas for someone stalled on the road, or helping a neighbor with a 
cup of flour to make her gravy, and getting this response: "Thank you, do 
it again; don't get tired." ("Siyabonga lakusasa lignadinwa.") These are 
the Ndebele thank words. Just what do they mean? 
In the first part of the phrase there is a simple thank you, a word of 
appreciation for an unmerited favour received. 
The second word, "and tomorrow" is not, as it may seem, a 
statement of intention to come around again tomorrow for the same 
favour, though the door is certainly left open. It is rather to say that helping 
is the essential that holds the tribal society together — and you, who are 
evidently able to do so, are being encouraged to continue upholding the 
society. You are really being honoured for being such a benefactor. 
The phrase goes on to remind you that "the poor you have with you 
always" and that there will be more opportunities tomorrow to earn the 
gratitude of others. Since, in doing so, you build up a supporting cast of 
spirits, whether of people present, lately departed or ancestral, you are 
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NDLOVU IS ABSENT 
The generally quiet congregation packed on benches suddenly 
began to nudge one another and whisper — "Ndlovu is absent, Ndlovu 
has passed. What can we say, Ndlovu has left us!" Bishop Kumalo had 
broken the quiet atmosphere by announcing, "I have just received word 
that Josaiah Ndlovu is absent. We will hurry with our noon service today 
so we can go to comfort those who he left. They are waiting to have the 
funeral until I arrive there." 
As the noon day service closed, the people did not tarry in greeting 
each other very long. Those who were already in the cars squeezed 
together to allow space for others to get in. As the full cars and lorries 
started toward the village, others who could not find a place in them 
cheerfully began the journey by foot. They would arrive after the funeral 
was over. But that would be acceptable because it would still be proper to 
arrive and give sympathy for many weeks following. 
We walked into the village and sat on the mat in the shade with other 
mothers. The men sat in chairs which had been placed in the shade of a 
hut. Everyone quietly knew someone would give instructions as to what 
procedures to follow. The children and youth of the village were either 
sent to the neighbors or told to remain in a room at the village. Later they 
would ask their mother where father was and she would tell them the truth 
that they had already suspected. Someone whispered that the box 
(casket) was not completely ready yet. People talked of when he passed, 
how it was and of how there is nothing we can do — "umhlaba (the earth), 
what can we say." 
Then word came that we could come into the house to "give the 
widow our words." The room was bare — all furnishings and items moved 
out for the occasion. The box constructed of rough wood was sitting on 
one side of the room. Cinders had been used to blacken the boards. 
Flakes from the coals still formed the rectangle on the floor where the box 
had stood for the preparation. Nails held a tightly stretched black cloth 
over the top of the entire casket. Just a bit off center were two strips of 
white cloth nailed on to form a cross. Ndlovu had served his Lord well. He 
had been a pastor in the area for many years and had taught in the school. 
He was respected for his testimony in the community. In later years even 
though he was only about middle age, his heart forced him to leave 
teaching and pastoring. Recently he had spent some time at Mpilo 
hospital in Bulawayo. 
Near the casket sat the widow with two other ladies on the floor. Her 
dress was inside out, she had a heavy blanket draped over her head to 
indicate her sorrow. We went in one by one, knelt on the floor in front of 
her, picked up her limp hand to shake it and offer our words of sympathy 
according to custom — "Ndlovu is absent, what can we say. We are 
broken also, the Lord be with you." Occasionally she would glance up 
through tears. 
Up with the Lord, 
there are only holy ones. 
Up in heaven 
there sit only cleansed ones . . . 
sang Overseer Ndlovu through tears. We 
joined him in confirming the great hope of 
Christians with one of the old church hymns: 
All who wish to go there 
Must pray for themselves. illustration by Ellen Hoover 
It is prepared up there 
By the Holy Spirit. 
The group testified as they sang while others stood just outside the 
house. 
We say if we are eaten 
By death on earth 
We won't be rejected. 
We go to heaven. 
Someone announced that all should wait outside now — "The eldest 
son, a teenager, and the uncle will walk first. The son will carry the spear 
and knobkefrie, the preachers will follow, then the casket, with the chief 
and headman following the casket. All others would walk behind to the 
grave." 
A few yards out of the village a grave had been prepared just outside 
the cattle kraal. Around on the wood-staked fence of the kraal were 
draped the parts of the cow which had been butchered that morning to 
feed the many sympathizers who would arrive from miles around the next 
few days. Because the sun was hot, the meat would need to be cooked 
soon in order to have it's natural flavor. 
The casket was balanced on two logs over the grave. Singing 
stopped and Bishop Kumalo spoke of his close friendship with Mr. 
Ndlovu. They attended school together as boys. Mr. Ndlovu had served 
God and the church faithfully. Just recently he climbed the steep stairs 
to the Brethren in Christ offices above the Matopo Book Center to discuss 
some of his concerns with his Bishop. Breathing with difficulty he said to 
Bishop Kumalo in January, "People don't see it, but I'm already dead. My 
time is here." Kumalo then challenged others to serve God as this man 
did. His family, friends, the headman and community leaders heard this 
good message. 
Men gathered nearer the grave to assist if needed. Several held the 
two ropes and began to lower the casket into the grave. 
They have peace, the holy. 
When they go away from here. 
There is nothing which will make them afraid 
In their hearts. 
They won't die there in heaven, 
They are heading for home with the Lord . . . 
Abruptly singing became weaker. The grave was too narrow at the 
bottom. People began to seat themselves on the ground where they had 
been standing, with experienced resignation to the need of waiting until 
the grave was corrected. The sun was shining down like a broiler in an 
oven. No one complained. A few were fortunate to be near a small bush 
and have a bit of shade. The eldest son remained bravely, and with 
complete composure, in his position at the head of the grave. He held the 
spear with the point turned down, resting on the ground. The men 
gathered nearer to the grave to at least assist by their presence. Mrs. 
Kumalo and the overseer's wife whispered — "We must continue singing 
or people will become too talkative." The grave digger's pick was making 
lonely thuds into the earth at the bottom of the grave. 
The Lord has prepared for them 
In their home there. 
He is the light there, 
He will sit with them. 
Over and over the hymns were sung. Finally the shovel was handed 
down and the loose dirt seemed to float upwards to the already tall pile of 
ground. The grave digger was lifted out. He sopped the perspiration from 
his partially bald head and his face. Again the casket was lowered into the 
grave. There was hesitation and whispering among the men. It still did not 
fit and had to be drawn up again. This time it was the man who was 
digging the grave who called out, "Continue singing." Men's and women's 
voices strengthened the volume as Mrs. Kumalo led . . . 
They will see their Redeemer 
Who died for them. 
They will praise Him, they will worship Him— 
He who loves them. 
The casket was lowered into the grave. "Ashes to ashes, dust to dust 
. . . ," said Bishop Kumalo. After prayer it was time for the family to give 
their last words to the deceased. Taking a handful of ground from the 
shovelful held for her, the widow tenderly dropped the dirt into the open 
grave and said, "Go to your God." Another said, "Go in peace," and 
another dropped her handful, saying, "Have a good journey." As a man 
dropped in his handful of soil he spoke, "When you get there, help 
prepare it for us." The last words of others were muffled by another hymn 
being sung . . . 
Friends, we're standing at Jordan. 
Many others fall in. 
But the brightness from over there 
Almost is blinding. 
A bundle of the deceased's clothes was handed to the grave digger 
and he carefully spread them one by one into the grave. Then men took 
the shovels and began to fill the grave. His dishes were stacked beside his 
widow waiting to be put on top of the grave. They would be smashed 
before placing on the grave. 
Though some stood with cameras, because of the reverent, sacred 
atmosphere they could not bring themselves to stand apart from the 
group, focus, shift and snap pictures. Mrs. Ndlovu would be strengthened 
by the Lord as she faced the future alone. In the absence of hopeless 
wailing, a testimony went out to all — here is a man who died with hope. 
He knew his God and had served Him well. You all may come also and 
receive this peace. 
Eleanor Ginder, Rhodesia 
"Surely the Lord was already calling me'' 
I give thanks to my Lord because I have received showers of 
blessings, not only this week but ever since I have accepted Him as my 
only and sufficient Savior. 
I was not worthy to receive pardon of my sins from my Lord Jesus 
Christ because I was a great sinner. I did not sin with my body, as so many 
here in Nicaragua do, but I sinned with my mind and with my heart. I say I 
did not sin with my body because I have only lived with one husband. 
But I used to live in the town of Santo Domingo where reigns idolatry 
because there they do not believe in God, only in the saint, Santo 
Domingo. I, too, walked in the same darkness, 'worshiping images of 
wood, bronze and stone, thinking that these could save me. 
One day during communion the priest passed around a crucifix for 
all the communicants to kiss. When the priest handed me the crucifix I did 
not kiss it, but held it very tightly in my bosom as I felt a great need in my 
soul for salvation. 
Surely then the Lord was already calling me, for shortly after this 
incident I found real peace and satisfaction in my soul. I had always liked 
to listen to profane songs. One day desiring to listen to the radio I by 
chance tuned in to a Christian radio station that was playing hymns 
instead of profane music. Listening to those hymns I received real 
satisfaction in my heart. Thereafter I went to an Evangelical Church and 
accepted Jesus Christ as my Savior. 
From my personal experience I can tell my brethren and friends that 
there is no joy so great as the joy that my Savior Jesus Christ gives when 
we worship Him in "spirit" and in "truth." Amen. 
Herminia Garcia de Maltez, Nicaragua 
Benjamin came to 
Madhipura ... 
. . . with a good voice and a none-too-
musical violin. Everywhere he roamed, 
music set to traditional Santali tunes at-
tracted his own tribesmen to Christ. 
On one occasion, Benjamin fell very 
ill, due in part to the extreme heat of the 
Indian summer. He fell on his bed and 
after praying a while, was overcome by a 
deep sleep. 
in a dream he saw his earthly father 
with another figure in the shape of Jesus 
at his side. His father said, "Son, God is your real Father — follow Jesus 
where He leads." His father disappeared and Jesus proceeded to lead 
him under beautiful, cool trees and beside pleasant, cool, quiet waters. 
Once again dispelled was the great fear of death he had held before be-
coming a Christian (due to the loss of several children while he was still a 
witch doctor). Awakening, he wrote the following (only three verses 
quoted; my translation does not do justice to the song). 
Harvey Sider, India 
5 crrr\a 
Bdja rv i in Moran i i 
God the Father, is my Father, 
Jesus Christ is my brother; 
Every day my brother leads me 
Beneath cool trees and beside 
clear waters he leads me. 
Jesus Christ is my brother, 
Every day my brother leads me; 
He leads to my heavenly country, 
Beneath cool trees and beside 
clear waters he leads me. 
Dear chi ldren, don't mourn my death, 
Every day my brother leads me; 
He leads me to my heavenly country, 
Beneath cool trees and beside 
clear waters he leads me. 
Ga - da dak' a - re a - re fe 
Is - or - o ba - ba do n ba - ba ka * na 
J i - Su Ma - s i do i n - r e n b o e - h a 
I n - ren boe-ha doe ay - u r id • in ka - a 
P 
Ha - r y - a r da - re n - la ma - la 
"My wife is a fanatic . .." 
". . . when it comes to tithing. No fooling!" says Brother Sutartono, 
leader of the western district of the Javanese Mennonite Church. "She has 
a plastic detergent cup and every time she receives any money she puts 
ten percent of it into the cup. Once I got a special bonus from the church 
to buy a suit to preach in. I asked my wife if I had to give a tithe of the gift 
money. She said: 'What kind of question is that? Of course you give a tithe 
of it. It's income just like your salary, isn't it?' " 
In 1971 Brother Sutartono went to the Asian Mennonite Conference 
in India. He came home with a strong feeling that his church had to do 
more to become self-supporting. He talked about stewardship and tithing. 
He asked other preachers to preach about it. But he and his family were in 
difficult straits. They were always in debt to the rice merchant. 
Brother Sutartono's wife is a midwife. In those days she rarely got a 
call to deliver a baby. Often a month would pass without a call. 
Then several sermons on stewardship by the preachers Brother 
Sutartono invited to speak began to hit home with Mrs. Sutartono. She 
began to take ten percent out of their meager income to give to the 
church. Then in quite an unexplainable way, calls for a midwife began to 
increase and other sources of income began to materialize. In addition to 
a monthly ten percent tithe, the Sutartonos now give regular weekly 
offerings in worship services. 
The word which the Sutartonos use over and over again to describe 
their experiences with giving is senang (happy). For many months they 
have not suffered shortages in income. Very literally they have taken the 
promise from Malachi 3:10f, that he who gives will be blessed. 
The experience is contagious. Brother Sutartono talks about it all the 
time. He preaches about it. He organizes conferences for church board 
members about it. He tells his fellow pastors, "Don't you preach about 
tithing if you don't tithe yourself." 
Brother Sutartono doesn't take tithing as a law which must be 
followed by Christians, but rather as a guide — a good guide for 
Christians to use in deciding how to divide their financial resources. All of 
our resources are God's, but we are responsible for how we use them. 
Lawrence Yoder, Pati, Java 
Christian Academy for Disciples 
of the Word (AKWW) 
I was raised in a Christian home and had God-
fearing and God-loving parents. It seems as if from 
the very start I rebelled against everything and 
anything that stood for authority. 
Whenever things didn't suit me 
I'd run away f rom home, not 
realizing or caring at the time how 
this hurt my parents. At fifteen I was 
sent to a Christian Reform School 
in Nebraska. I had a fight with the 
principal there and ran away . . . 
which got me a thirteen day jail 
sentence. I was really getting 
around for a kid. 
After returning to the school I got 
saved, but soon went back to my 
old ways. They sent me home to 
V i rg in ia because I was jus t 
becoming a problem, and I wasn't 
happy there. I returned to Virginia 
where I was expelled permanently 
from high school for trouble I was 
in. 
I then joined the Navy when I was 
seventeen. My folks weren't too 
happy with this, but they let me go. I 
found out I didn't like that too good 
either, so after a year and 18 days, 
was honorably discharged. One of 
the main reasons I joined up with 
Uncle Sam was because I had lost 
my driver's license for two years. 
So when I got home, I could hardly 
wait to get a car and see how fast I 
could mount up points on my 
record at the Virginia traffic bureau. 
I joined up with a steeple jack 
crew in New Jersey when some guy 
dared me to climb the columns and 
walk the iron beams. I became a 
Union man and worked most all of 
the Eastern states. After four years 
I pray in Navajo, 
"We read the Bible together and that little book — I really like that 
Daily Bread. We take turns. Julia (her daughter) reads, you know, a lot of 
words that I have to skip and I tell Julia to read . . . I have to ask Julia, then 
she has to take over and she reads it, the prayer too at the bottom. In the 
evening we all pray together. Sometimes, if they just want to hurry, I say, 
'Let's pray the Lord's Prayer.' It's kind of long. And you know, they won't 
say anything to me if I start it right away. And then if Julia wants to start it, 
then one of her sisters or brothers will say, 'Julia, say a smaller one.' And 
then she just stop. And so I always start, 'Our Father which art in Heaven.' 
And it sometimes feels like that the Lord wants you to pray longer. He 
wants you to give more thanks about everything that are missing out 
before, what you prayed like. And then, you know, I really thank the Lord 
for that. I pray in Navajo, probably about 20 minutes. When I close my 
eyes and I'm praying, it seems like it's a real short prayer to me. But then I 
heard, you know, somebody couldn't sit still, then they could move a little, 
then I would feel that they're getting kinda tired already. Then I just pray a 
on the iron my only accident was a 
broken leg, 53 floors up on the One 
Penn Plaza in New York City. It's 
good other people prayed for me 
those years, because I was very 
close to death many times. But 
through these times, my love of 
wine, women and a good fight now 
and then, never changed a bit. 
While working in New York City I 
met my wife who then was a singer 
in several bars and clubs in New 
Jersey. We were married five 
months later, and moved to Penn-
sylvania. Only three months later 
our relationship was pretty well 
falling apart. We moved temporari-
ly to Harrisburg, where I was the 
boat-man, under a mi le- long 
br idge job. I had to retr ieve 
anything that fell off the bridge. It 
was a pretty dull job, and I had lots 
of time to think about the past and 
the future. 
Meanwhile my wife was saved at 
an evangelistic meeting in Knox-
ville, Pennsylvania. Then a couple 
of weeks later, while in the middle 
of the Susquehanna River I finally 
took the big step and "gave it all to 
Jesus." I threw my cigarettes and 
dirty books in the river and watched 
the past float away. I had smoked 
for ten years and never could quit, 
but when I met Jesus that day, it 
was the end of a lot of things and 
cigarettes was one of them. 
At one time I was making up to 
four hundred dollars a week. I 
b o u g h t e v e r y t h i n g I w a n t e d 
whenever the mood hit me. But 
never in my life did I find happiness 
like I have now. Our heavenly 
Father gives us all we need and 
more extra blessings than we could 
count. And even though it's not so 
easy to hold back the old temper 
sometimes, "Heaven will sure be 
worth it all!" 
Wendell Burkholder, attending 
the Little Marsh, Pa. 
mission church. 
bably twenty minutes." 
few more things, like about we should be patient in every way and the 
Lord knows that I shouldn't pray this long because somebody gets tired, 
and all that; then I just close. 
And then, you know, I always sing too when they're around and even 
my husband. Sometimes when they're looking at TV or going around here, 
I sing. You know, I sing a lot, and say that I want to be ready. "I want to be 
ready, just like John." And I said, you know, when I look at them, they be 
smiling while they're looking at each other, then I say, "I really mean it. I'm 
not kidding because I know the Lord is always with me and He sent His 
Holy Spirit to help us every day. If we have trouble in our own home or if 
we have some kind of hard time here . . . like now — I'm talking to you, 
dear children — if you can't go to Sunday School and if you don't want to 




"WE WILL NOW SQUEEZE 
THIS MATTER TODAY." 
The Ndebele language is rich with proverbs. Indabas (discussion 
sessions) come alive with these brief statements of hidden truth. Proverbs 
are used conveniently in business sessions of conference and church 
district councils to express ideas very clearly without the speaker of the 
proverb needing to commit himself. 
The proverb often expresses (sometimes exposes) a distinctive 
thought process of a specific people while the meaning remains 
somewhat obscure to others. "A stitch in time saves nine" means nothing 
used out of it's cultural setting unless explained. "My spit is finished" 
needs to be explained if used out of its culture (not a physical problem, it 
means a person has absolutely nothing left to say). "We will cause you to 
sink" said to a host when being served an ample meal at an Ndebele 
village simply means, "We're going to eat you out of a house and home." 
Recently at a church, there was much discussion concerning the 
election of a committee. The chairman suggested that, "We will now 
squeeze this matter today" (we will thoroughly discuss the problem 
today). As one man stood up to speak from the floor, he made his 
comments but his question was left unanswered and immediately the 
subject of discussion seemed to be changed. The chairman however 
assured the one who had spoken from the floor that, "we have not thrown 
you away." (We haven't forgotten your question). As the discussion 
PSALM 23 
Tonga/English Paraphrase 
The Lord is my caretaker, it's enough. 
He gives me everything including food. 
He leads me to walk in His good way because of Him. 
I know that even though there is death I'm not afraid of 
anything because He is always with me. 
His walking stick makes me happy because it shows me 
the right way and punishes me when I'm wrong. 
You prepare food for me in front of those who don't love 
me. I'll not be afraid of anything bad. You bless me by anointing 
my head with oil. My joy is more than ever before. 
I'm sure all these good things will be with me until I die and 
I'll live in the village of my own Lord, for good. 
Rachel Mushala, Zambia 
Meat is nice when it is shared with friends. 
(Christianity is sweet when shared). 
became too detailed and involved someone suggested to the group, "you 
are pouring out our time." (You are wasting the time). There was concern 
that some things are done because "people fear the eyes of people." 
(Fear the criticism of people). 
Some proverbs used specifically in Christian circles are listed below, 
collected by Mr. Isaac Mpofu. 
Eleanor Ginder, Rhodesia 
When an ox that is pulling twists the skey, it spoils the work. 
(Christians who twist the harness of faith spoil the work of the 
church). 
When you hear Satan make an entrance call, pick up a 
knobkerrie. 
(When he calls, ekuhle, as is the custom before 
entering a village in order to announce your 
presence, just pick up a knobkerrie — a stick with 
a large knob on one end — and he is a coward. 
The implication is — that Satan comes into one's 
life if one allows him to. He can be chased away). 
The Gospel is not like the noose of a wire trap which catches, squeezes 
and kills; rather it is like a net that enfolds gently, leaving the victim alive. 
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One who refuses when told, sees by blood. 
(Listen when warned, or you will realize your foolish deeds when you 
suffer). 
There are people who are Christians 
with their mouth, but when in their 
places, put it aside like a coat. 
Among kings there are some people 
who are in the eyes, but to God we are 
all of the same size. 
(Rulers favour some people but 
God is no respecter of persons). 
You say to Jesus, pour some for me, 
and He fills your cup to overflowing. illustrations by Rick Chalk 
"For me, it u?as the happiest, 
most joyful, spirit-filled service. .." 
A Nicaraguan "vigilia" is the equivalent of a North American prayer-
watchnight service, but with a major difference. Stateside Brethren in 
Christ churches have watchnight services perhaps only once a year on 
New Year's Eve. For the evangelical church in Nicaragua, a "vigilia" is an 
often-experienced, integral part of the church's growth and maturity. In 
other words, a "vigilia" is a cultural mode of worship unique to Latin 
America. 
The Saturday evening service put the church on a "mountain top," 
and the following day we were still in an afterglow during the regular 
Sunday morning and evening worship services. No, the two hour past 
midnight "vigilia" didn't cut down attendance for the regularly scheduled 
Sunday services. It did give our worshipers a new joy and a new en-
thusiasm as Christians united, serving and praising the Lord together. 
Two things were evident during this "vigilia." First, there was a unity 
shown among the brethren, expressed most clearly through the prayers 
offered to God. Believing that God answers in specifics when prayed to in 
specifics, we wrote on a blackboard all the names of our brethren who 
had fallen in sin or had become cold in their spiritual lives. This was not 
done in a spirit of accusation but in an act of love, desiring to see our 
brethren restored to joyful communion with our Lord. Then with these 
names fresh in our minds we went to prayer around the altar, young and 
old alike, united in love and a common burden. 
The second prayer session was delightfully offered for the benefit of 
those recently saved. Once again before going to prayer we wrote down 
the names of each individual who had accepted the Lord in the last 
number of weeks. One (Edwardo) had accepted Christ that very night, 
not by public invitation but by his approaching me. How exciting it was to 
see the names of sixteen people who had recently become our brothers in 
photos by 
Walter Kelly 
Chuck and Cara with Edwardo and Thelma Biyardo 
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Christ and who now needed our prayers so that they could continue 
faithfully in their new Christian walk. 
A second aspect of this "vigilia" was the sense of freedom in 
expressing words of praise and personal confession. Thanksgiving was 
given by one man whose little girl had been healed of polio some years 
before. One young married woman (Thelma), a Christian for less than two 
weeks, told how the Lord had healed her the same day that she was 
saved. She had been in and out of hospitals, including a psychiatric 
hospital, and had received various types of medication with nothing 
helping her. The morning she accepted the Lord as her Saviour she had 
been bedridden. Later that same day she was walking about, testifying 
how the Lord had healed her spiritually and mentally. Another new 
Christian stood before the congregation to give his first public testimony, 
telling how God had taken away his desire for alcohol. 
Perhaps the testimony I was most happy to hear came from Biyardo, 
a young man in his early twenties. A number of years earlier he had been 
converted and had joined the Brethren in Christ Church. But he had fallen 
greatly in sin, had been in and out of prison and had separated himself 
from the fellowship of the brethren. In his testimony he told how God had 
punished him like a disobedient child by allowing him to be cut up very 
badly in a "machete" fight which hospitalized him for two months. Home 
from the hospital less than a week, he gladly stood before a full church 
giving his personal testimony of once again turning his life over to the 
Lord and telling of the joy he felt to be a part of the fellowship of believers. 
For me, as a North American Christian, the April 1973 "vigilia" was 
the happiest, most joyful, spirit-filled service that I have experienced since 
my affiliation with the Brethren in Christ Church in Nicaragua. 
Charles Musser, Nicaragua 
"Although I accepted 
Christ, I have still been 
breathing in the same 
culture.'' 
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photo by Dwight Thomas 
I was born in Japan, spent my first 20 years in Hoten City in China 
and after World War II, I came back to live in Japan. Ever since I could 
remember, the things that had caught my eyes at home were the Buddhist 
and Shinto altars. I remember my parents giving offerings and worship-
ping at both altars every morning, folding their hands. Twice a year, at 
spring and fall Higan (equinox), the Buddhist priest used to come to our 
house to hold Buddhist services. His posture while he was reading the 
Buddhist Scripture, his voice, the smell of the incense-sticks, the candle 
light, and the sound of the gong were only matters of form, I remember, 
but they seemed to be important to our family. In addition, ever since I first 
went to the elementary school, I was told to bow to the Emperor's picture. 
What was growing in my mind from such repeated ceremonies? I 
now know that it was nothing but just following the forms of the 
ceremonies. I did not have any clear conception of God. As there is a 
Japanese saying, "Asking God when only in trouble," I think I was 
worshiping gods only when I needed help. Those gods were 
YAOYOROZUNO KAMI which means eight million gods and they could be 
anything we believe them to be at our convenience. The word worship I 
used here does not mean that I did so heartily. I was just following other 
people's habits and forms. 
Another religious experience I remember was the fun time of the 
festivals at Hoten Shrine in Hoten City (China) which were held twice a 
year. The shrine was sacred, I think, to AMATERASU OOMIKAMI, one of 
the gods of Shinto. The festivals were fun because I could wear a long 
sleeved pretty Kimono, special Obi, pretty Pokkuri Geta which had bells 
on them, and was given some allowance to spend at the festivals where 
my parents took me. Of course it was also a happy time because we ate 
special food then. It was a childlike reaction that the festival meant pretty 
Kimono, delicious food, shopping, etc., but it did not mean anything more. 
I did not have any idea of questioning who the god was which was 
celebrated. It may be because I was very young and I did not have any 
suffering nor problems of life, living rather happily at that time. 
Therefore, to realize who God is and to admit my sins and to trust 
Him took quite a long time even after I first heard about the God of the 
Bible. He is so different from the vague image of gods I had until then. It 
was not easy for me to sense clearly the difference between God in the 
Bible and the eight million gods. I had a hard time making the decision to 
trust the God of the Bible, and I am afraid that my spiritual growth has 
been slow. Although I accepted Christ I have still been breathing in the 
same culture which has been inherited traditionally. I am afraid that 
though the Gospel of Christ believed in the western world is the same here 
in Japan, it is not easy to believe this Gospel and to grow up in the 
Japanese culture. To hold the Christian faith in the midst of such an 
environment.requires a lot of prayers and quite an effort. I think that there 
is no other solution or means of evangelism than individual Christians 
spreading the Gospel and expanding his circle of contacts. 
Miss Ito, Japan 
One Zambian schoolboy's version of Christ's command 
to love your enemies, turn the other cheek, etc., is: "If 
someone takes your shirt, give him the shorts also." 
MAY THE LORD BE PRAISED 
When there is a birth we say 'white eyes.' (Congratulations) 
When someone succeeds we say 'white eyes.' (Congratulations) 
And when someone gets the Lord we say 'white eyes' also. 
How much is to thank the Creator who gives us life? 
Let the Lord be thanked. 
I am rejoicing for the Lord's mercy that He put me on the earth; 
The Lord suffered for me. 
To live on the earth while you don't pay for it. 
To breathe also comes from Him. 
Let the Lord be thanked. 
There comes a time of tears; 
There comes a time of sadness; 
There comes a time of fear— 
All these the Lord knows. 
Let the Lord be thanked nevertheless. 
If it were not for the Lord we would not be on the earth; 
If it were not for the Lord we would not be alive; 
Where did this Man get so much mercy? 
Let the Lord be thanked. 
He does not consider our sins; 
He does not consider our age; 
He does not consider being offended by a person. 
Who is like the Lord Himself? 
Let the Lord be praised. 
God is wonderful; 
We don't see him with the eyes of flesh; 
We see him in our hearts. 
Let the Lord be thanked. 
I feel sorrow when He is hanging on the cross, 
He having no case (fault) but dying for us. 
Who else can die for others? 
Let the Lord be praised. 
Albert Sibanda, Rhodesia 
photo by Carl Ginder 
Lef t to R i g h t : R a l p h S a n t o s , P e r i n 
Schneider, Valerie Martin, Sonia Quintero. 
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BRONX "QUARTETTE" 
Alvin Book, pastor of Fellowship 
Chapel in New York, interviews four 
new Christians. 
Pastor Book: Sonia, what was the 
influence that caused you to turn 
your mind toward the Lord Jesus? 
Sonia Quintero: When I was 
around 15, my parents always tried 
to talk me into Jesus and His ways. 
And when I was in school, I knew 
there was something else besides 
just living a regular old life. When I 
went out with Henry Rivera, he 
brought me to church and the only 
reason I went to church was 
because he was there. I got in-
terested in him and when I went out 
with him, it was his word through 
Christ — I felt so happy and so 
peaceful with him and then . . . 
How long has it been since you 
have really been a born-again 
Christian? 
About five to six months. 
What was it that brought you to that 
experience of really accepting the 
Lord for yourself? 
I was home watching a Billy 
Graham program especially for 
youth called "The Devil Made Me 
Do It," that was telecast from 
Alabama. There was one part 
where Billy Graham said, "Wher-
ever you are — whether you are in a 
bar on a bar stool, step down from 
that bar stool and ask the Lord to 
forgive your sins." I was just sitting 
on the top of my bed and I just said, 
"Well, Lord, if you want me now, 
you can take me," and I started cry-
ing and I accepted the Lord and 
from then I felt peaceful like I never 
felt before. 
Would you say it was the influence 
of your parents, together with your 
association with Henry, that really 
made you conscious of God? 
Yes, because I saw how my 
parents were before they knew 
Christ — how they were unhappy, 
and they were beginning to split 
and were planning on divorcing. I 
know that their friends had in-
fluenced them to go to church and 
they really changed a whole lot and 
I sort of liked that change. In a way 
then, I wished I would have had it 
longer. 
What would you say has been 
perhaps your greatest victory 
within the last month? 
About three or four days ago my 
parents and I were having conflicts. 
We weren't communicating right 
and my father blew up. The devil 
just entered me right there and all I 
heard from the devil was "You're no 
good to your parents any more so 
why don't you kill yourself?" And 
that kept drumming and drumming 
in my head and I went to the 
bathroom and I took a bottle of 
aspirins and I took two pills. I didn't 
have a headache — I just wanted to 
get rid of myself to make my 
parents happier. I poured another 
three in my hand and I was ready to 
take those but somehow I kept 
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holding the pills in my hands and 
finally I just put them back in the 
bottle. I wanted to pray and I knew 
that if I went to the Lord, He would 
help solve everything. But the devil 
just took complete control of me, 
and in my dreams he kept drum-
ming a certain plan that I would kill 
myself. 
Now this was the defeat side; let's 
have the victory side. How was it 
that you gave yourself to the Lord 
and He helped you to be vic-
torious? 
I went to a friend and he and I, 
through Jesus Christ, we rebuked 
the devil and he came completely 
out of me. I just thank God for His 
victory and for His love, and for 
telling me that if you die now, you 
are no longer good to your parents 
because you'll just make them 
more sorrowful and that if you die 
in hell, you won't come out. He also 
taught me that I am more valuable 
than the sparrows in this world; that 
He loves me; that He would never 
forsake me. I thank God for this 
victory. 
Ralph, I haven't known you very 
long. How long have you been 
coming to the Chapel or the Youth 
Center? 
Ralph Santos: Couple of months. 
Where do you live? 
University Avenue. 
And you first came down to the 
Youth Center, was it that night to 
see the film? 
Yeah — Flipside. 
What would you say was the thing 
that first caused you to think about 
the Lord Jesus Christ? 
Well, the beginning was the peo-
ple here. They were so kind and 
devoted — you know. It just felt like 
I should be part of the group and be 
with them, and learn the things that 
are good that should be taught all 
over. 
That's really nice! What would you 
say that the weekly sharing group 
meeting over at Perin's has meant 
to your Christian life? 
That's rejoicing with each other, 
and opening . . . asking God for His 
merciful love and reaching out to 
them and being able to ask 
questions of other people about the 
Christian life. 
Have you had any particular 
problems since you accepted the 
Lord? 
Yes, I have handed them over to 
the Lord and He has helped me. 
Are you in school now? 
Yes. 11th grade. 
How does being a Christian affect 
you in school? Do you find it dif-
ficult or do you share Christ with 
your friends? 
Yes. 
Do you tell them about the joy you 
have in your own heart? 
Yes. 
That's great! I will say this, that you 
certainly have a great smile and I 
believe that the Lord has given you 
some ability that He can use as you 
continue to walk along with Him. 
And you are reading your Bible 
these days and praying — Is that 
right? 
I am trying to. 
That's great! That's beautiful! 
Valerie, I know a little more about 
you. As you think back, what first 
thing stopped you in your tracks 
and really gave you a desire for 
something spiritual? 
Valerie Martin: Well, you know 
for yourself when I came up to your 
house that night, the climax of all 
my convictions over a period of 
years — two bad dreams and from 
people talking to me off and on 
about the Lord — and the thing that 
climaxed it was the cross that peo-
ple were seeing in that Bronx apart-
ment house window. I didn't see it 
but the way everyone was talking 
about it — it made me stop and 
think. I feel that it was a climax 
because my idea of coming to the 
Lord had been waiting 'till I got old 
and couldn't "party" any more — 
then I would come to God, you 
know, in my own time. I thought 
about it, but I thought I could come 
when I got old. 
When you really accepted the Lord 
that night, was there a real change? 
Not r i gh t away, no. What 
happened was that when I came up 
there — you know how it was — I 
was really upset and I left out and I 
felt good inside. Yes, I felt the 
nervousness was gone and all the 
anxiety I felt was gone — but right 
away, there wasn't any change. 
I think that it was very miraculous 
the way the Lord helped you to 
overcome your habit of smoking. 
Tell us about that. 
That was a deliverance. That was 
the whole thing. I think I was just 
delivered because it happened just 
in one day. It was a Sunday. I think 
it was the first time I really willingly 
wanted to go to church. I generally 
had my cigarette when I got up so 
something just came to my mind 
that said, "Wait until you come 
back from church." So I went to 
church and I came back and I just 
felt — I just don't know how it 
exactly came down but it just kept 
saying, "Don't smoke; you don't 
have to smoke," or something like 
that. I can't exactly remember, but 
it was just all done in one day. From 
then, I didn't smoke at all. 
Would you recommend the Chris-
tian life to anyone today as to its 
benefits? 
For those who are anxious, ner-
vous, uncertain, who are given to 
superstitions, going by feelings, 
yes. 
Well, it is tremendous. As we have 
seen you in your Christian life, you 
have certainly made a lot of 
progress and I am sure that God 
has helped you, for without His 
help, you certainly wouldn't have 
been able to make it. Is your hus-
band a Christian? 
Huh-uh. 
He is not? I am sure that you have 
faith that he is going to come to the 
Lord. 
Well, sometimes thoughts come 
— it used to be a hang-up on 
thinking about the Lord's coming 
and Roger being left. But I don't 
know — as I pray for his family and 
for himself, I have a confidence that 
— I don't know whether it is con-
fidence or not — that they are not 
going to die or the Lord will not 
come before something has been 
done in their lives. 
That is certainly wonderful and 
we're certainly praying with you. 
Perin, would you say that your 
Sunday School experiences as a 
girl had any influence in your com-
ing back to the Lord? 
Perin Schneider: I think definitely 
that this church has always had a 
special place in my heart. My 
mother is Protestant and my father 
is Catholic. I was looking for a 
persona l re la t ionsh ip wi th a 
church, a church that wasn't 
hypocritical, that practiced what 
they preached. I guess especially 
when we were a lot younger, we 
liked to cut down people and look 
at what they're saying and not 
doing. I think when my life really 
/ 
Have I climbed up from the deep, 
A thousand promises to keep . . . 
To walk on a tight rope of belief? 
Yes, I believe the Word, 
And I believe the Work, 
Can I believe myself? 
(Lord, help my unbelief). 
• • * 
My old landlord came knocking for the rent, 
and I said, 
"SEE THE NEW LANDLORD." 
Franz Grubba 
Left—Franz Grubba, former student of Hin-
duism, now a new Christian. 
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came to a disaster point, Mary Lou 
(Ruegg) sort of just found me out. I 
believe that she was sent back from 
Pennsylvania to seek me out. 
I believe so too. 
I think obviously my good times 
here at Fellowship Chapel when I 
was younger allowed me to come 
back because if it hadn't been good 
then or if I hadn't seen a strength 
and peace then — because then 
when I was quite young, I did at one 
point begin to feel the Lord but then 
as I left, I lost it. But if I hadn't 
experienced that, I would never 
have come back. 
Can you describe what happened 
when you came to the Lord that 
night? 
Mary Lou and I had been in 
contact with each other for a while. 
She had been coming over to my 
house to speak to me and she had 
invited me over for dinner. I'm sure 
I put her through a lot of mess in 
her heart because I would keep 
putting down Christ, saying, "Prove 
to me there is a God." 
You did have a lot of questions. 
Yes, a lot of questions. I guess, 
questions that now that I have 
accepted the Lord, that I know He's 
there, He's real, don't even matter 
to me. But that night, I don't know 
— I was still debating with her and 
still figuring out how to, and she 
said, "Let's pray." 
Now that was here? Right here in 
her apartment? 
Right here in the apartment and 
after we had eaten supper, I was 
going to leave. It was late, and she 
said, "Let's pray," and I don't know, 
something just came over me and I 
said, "Let's pray in the chapel," 
though I had no intention of praying 
at all because I didn't even know I 
believed in God yet. 
You mean when you came that 
night? 
Right. And we went out to the 
chapel and she prayed and all of a 
sudden, I just thought of praying to 
a God who I never believed existed 
and I accepted Christ. Oh! What 
tears! It's a good thing there's a box 







into their shells 
when alarmed 
or hurt. 
Right—Prabhu Guptara, lecturer at Delhi 
University, who assists Joe and Marietta 
Smith in their student ministries in Delhi. 
Reality 
But withdrawal 
is not for men 







1 Prabhu Guptara. Used by permission. 
of tissues in the back of the pulpit. 
We keep it there just for that pur-
pose. 
It was so beautiful! It was like a 
peace and a calmness that I had 
never felt, never even thought ex-
isted. When I left, even crummy old 
T r e m o n t A v e n u e l o o k e d so 
beautiful — the whole street, the 
lights were so beautiful! The people 
were beautiful! Everything was just 
so beautiful. I didn't want to go to 
sleep that night. I said, " I 'm 
dreaming. Nothing this good is 
possible. If I go to sleep, I'll wake up 
from the dream and it will be all 
gone." I didn't want to go to sleep, 
and I didn't go to sleep for a lo-o-
ong time. But it was there in the 
morning! 
Your husband, George, also had a 
very — how shall I say it? — a near 
escape that to me was the Lord 
speaking to his own heart. Tell us a 
bit about that. 
I don't know how actually to 
begin. George has been working at 
a night club that I had worked at 
where we met before we were 
married, and it is not a nice place. 
You know, it's not the greatest 
place in the world, and he had been 
promising to leave it because of the 
bad influence. A couple of times 
people had pulled out guns and 
knives and what not — and the run-
of-the-mill stuff that happens there. 
It is because of the night club I 
believe we separated — there are a 
lot of bad influences there. 
A gang came in one night and 
caused trouble and I got a call at 
5:00 in the morning from Fordham 
Hospital that he had been in an 
accident. I called up his boss and 
he said, "Well, don't worry. He has 
just been shot." So I went there and 
he nearly died. He was shot in the 
jaw and the bullet was situated in 
the spine in a place where it should 
have done damage. It should have 
either killed him or if not doing that, 
most de f in i te l y shou ld have 
paralyzed him from the neck down, 
and it didn't. I really think that God 
spared his life. 
34 
Langalakhe Mahlanga 
The baptismal pool outside Mtshabezi David Manuoba 
Church, with the Principal's house in 
the background. 
Fellowship WiJh God 
Jabulani Ndebele 
35 
Some of Ruth Hock's art students at Mtshabezl. 
Photos by George Bundy. 
Masihi Jawan 
(CHRISTIAN YOUTH) 
We are Christian youth 
We always march with our breast high up. 
a 
Although the net of enemy is spread, 
The Himalaya mountain stands in front, 
The heap of delusion lies ahead, 
Yet we will never get tired. 
Although the road is horribly thorny 
The forces of evil are there to oppose 
The body is decayed and broken, 
But, the "Cross" will be our goal. 
Though our own become alien, 
The neighbors erect walls in front, 
Nevertheless, beauteous horizons lay in front, 
Night is passed away, now the dawn is going to break. 
m 
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Mr. Paul wrote the poem in Hindi script and then 
translated it into English. 





Paul N. Mudenda 
(The grandfather, who is now pastoring a small church.) 
I thank The Lord for what he has done for me. I was born at the 
beginning of this century and worked under the railways and farms before 
I went to Sikalongo where I met the Lord. I was educated there and at 
Matopo Mission and worked for the Brethren in Christ up to 1947 as a 
teacher. 
My life has not been in the right paths of the Lord for some time but I 
never stopped reading the Bible. My son played a big part to bring me 
back to the Lord. I am happy that although I once fell into sin, I am back 
with the Lord's service. I find that there can be no other way to obtain life 
after death than living with the Lord. I feel more spiritually warm than ever 
these days. 
Stephen P. Muleya 
(The father, who is in business with the Choma Butchery. He is a member 
of the Zambia Church Executive Committee and a fluent interpreter.) 
Blessed by the Lord that I was brought up in a Christian home and at 
a Mission. Because of this, I came to know my Savior at the early part of 
my life. 
I was baptized in 1947. After my Primary schooling, I went to a 
Methodist Institute to train as a teacher, local preacher and Sunday 
School teacher. I was happy to be involved in Christian activities. After 
training, the Lord directed to the place of my birth (Sikalongo Mission) 
and I taught there for eight years. 
photo by Ira Stern 
After 18 years of teaching with the Brethren in Christ, I am now a 
business man while my wife continues as a nurse. Although I have left 
teaching, it is my wish through Christ that I shall continue to serve the Lord 
in the church programme wherever my church may need my service. 
There is no better and clean life on earth than the Christian life. 
Shillah Muleya 
(The 17-year-old daughter, who is a student at Choma Secondary 
School.) 
I thank the Lord who made me to be born in a Christian family. While 
a small girl, I accepted Jesus Christ as my personal Savior. 
Whenever I am in troubles and sorrows, He is my helper, my shield 
and my guide. In all my ways I will acknowledge Him and He will make 
3 8 straight my path (Proverbs 3:6). There's joy and peace in my heart for I 
know and I am sure that Jesus Christ is my personal Savior. Though there 
are many temptations, I will try to follow His ways. 
"As Jesus had p r o m i s e d 
whoever believes in Him and 
the work that he do, the 
follower of Him will do it also. 
Asking Him, He shall do it is His 
promise so I asked Him and He 
had answered my prayer and 
has helped me to do His work 








"FINALLY WE COULD 
STAND IT NO LONGER." 
Two weeks ago, while distributing literature for the "Key '73" thrust, I 
met a Japanese woman and her family who were obviously very excited 
about the religion they were following. She invited Rich Hart and me to 
attend one of their meetings to find O'Jt more. 
Last night we attended one of their house meetings. On the way we 
asked about this religion which we found to be an offshoot of Buddhism 
called Nichiren Shoshu of America (NSA). It emphasizes the "good" 
qualities of man and seeks to attain spiritual and material gains by 
chanting. 
The meeting began with all the devotees kneeling in front of a living 
room altar; we sat off to the side. Then began one solid hour of chanting, 
consisting mostly of one phrase repeated over and over, with an almost 
hypnotic effect. We had to be careful to keep the chanting from gaining 
place in our minds. Finally the chanting stopped. Then came 
"testimonies" from those who had experienced material and spiritual 
improvement. Material gains were stressed. One woman claimed her 
infant daughter had been miraculously healed as a result of chanting. 
Finally we could stand it no longer. I had to testify for my Lord. I 
expressed how sorry I felt for them, and went on to say that we had 
something far better — Jesus Christ. Immediately there were negative 
reactions! Soon questions were fired at us by several people. Mainly they 
wanted visible proof of what Christ had done in our lives and can do for 
His followers. 
When we attempted to explain how Jesus had come into our hearts 
and changed our lives drastically, we were flooded by a stream of attacks 
on the Bible and general skepticism of what Christ can do. The meeting 
was completely disrupted. The leader decided to close the meeting to 
allow those with questions or attacks to talk with us individually. Rich and 
I were approached separately — I was actually backed into a corner of the 
room and was hammered with questions and objections. Rich, in the next 
room, and I attempted to show them the reality of eternal life in Jesus 
Christ as proved by His resurrection. We found they didn't disbelieve the 
resurrection but simply didn't care. Their chanting gave them what they 
wanted — that was all they cared about. 
Finally, after spending three hours with the gathering, we parted to 
go home, more than ever convinced of the truth of the Word of God! 
Interestingly enough, we've been invited to attend another one of these 
meetings. 
We are trusting God's promise in 1 John 4:4 — "Greater is he that is 
in you, than he that is in the world." 
Thomas Frey, Life Line Mission 
San Francisco 
photo by Ira Stern 
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After 62 years, 
still praising the Lord 
Many years ago a bachelor missionary, Myron Taylor, rode an ox to a 
village four and one half miles from Macha Mission to share the Good 
News of Jesus Christ. During that village service in 1911, a young lad 
heard for the first time that a man named Jesus died for him. That day 
Tawo Chiyoma took Jesus into his heart. 
Young Tawo was now intent on helping others know about Christ. He 
carried the books for Nkosazana Davidson as they went from village to 
village telling the Good News. Soon Tawo was enrolled in school as he 
couldn't read. He could only pray as Mufundisi Taylor had taught him that. 
His first Bible was an Ndebele one as the Tonga Bible was not yet written. 
Later he came in contact with an lla Bible (the I la language being a type of 
Tonga) and learned to read that one. Today, with Tonga, he has Bibles in 
three languages and they all say the same thing. 
Determination and strength of character showed up as real attributes 
in this young man when he departed from family tradition in choosing 
Jesus as the way to God instead of the ancestral spirits. He also refused to 
follow custom which made him rightful heir to the wife of his deceased 
brother. 
In 1920, Chiyoma (a young adult now so we use the last name) joined 
the church and a year later married a Christian girl whose strength and 
determination matched his. They kept a store, but feeling an urge to share 
their faith, he joined that group of men who went out preaching on 
Sundays. It was customary in those days to preach at the same place for a 
year and then receive a different assigned location for the next year. 
Inquiry concerning the men who attended those services in the '20s 
revealed that many have "fallen away" because of exposures to modern 
sinful ways such as drinking and smoking. When Chiyoma was asked why 
he did not also revert, he answered with deep feeling, "Me, I have faith. I 
kept in this way from the start. It would be too late to go back." 
(Interestingly, the same reason is often given for older people not turning 
to Christ.) He went on to say that polygamy has caught many, as it is hard 
to put away a wife to whom a man has children. This causes "mapenzi 
maningi" (much trouble). 
Having had only three years of formal education, Chiyoma thirsted 
for more Bible training. In desperation he went south in 1944 to seek a 
Bible school in Rhodesia. He sat for 21 days at Mtshabezi Mission hoping 
to find a place to study God's Word but there wasn't any. Sick at heart, he 
took a train to Johannesburg ("for fresh air" he said with a twinkle in his 
eye), made a little money and came home again. 
Faithfulness was rewarded when Chiyoma was elected by the church 
as a deacon in 1950. He was proud to say that it was the same year Bishop 
Arthur Climenhaga took office. 
Chiyoma attributes his long lasting faith in Christ to his habit of 
"going out in the bush every day to pray." Being a Christian is so much a 
part of him that he often dreams he is preaching or praying. Sometimes 
when he becomes excited over some story in the Bible, he has to share it 
with his wife Bina Martha.* She cannot read very well these days as her 
glasses have not kept changing with her aging eyes. 
When asked about his fear of the spirits, Chiyoma was quick to say 
they do not bother him as they are the work of Satan. He also carries a 
concern for the lack of growth of the church. Being prosperous in 
business himself, he can understand how the god of materialism steals 
people's hearts. 
Two years ago the church community celebrated the 50th wedding 
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Chiyoma when much bread and tea was 
consumed. God has surely blessed them, but they would count it as just 
one more blessing if, even in their seventies, someone could be found to 
"keep their place" so they could attend Bible School. 
Is it too much to hope that someday Chiyoma's mantle of enthusiasm 
for the Lord would fall on a younger man of opportunity in the Word with 
years of service ahead? 
Miriam Stern, Zambia 
*Bina means "mother of" and usually accompanies the name of the oldest child. 
Hast Thou Seen1 
Narayan Vaman Tilak (Marathi) 
Tr. Nicol Macincol (adapted to music) 
Trio 
Urdu, Arr. Leoda Buckwalter 
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2. Hast thou seen thyself in them? 
They who hurt Him so? 
Hast thou seen the sinner who 
Caused his Saviour's woe? 
Hast thou seen how dark the night 
Was which Calvary wore? 
Hast thou seen a loneliness 
Such as Jesus bore? 
3. Hast thou seen how He, to save, 
Suffers thus and dies? 
Hast thou seen on whom He looks 
With His loving eyes? 
Hast thou ever, ever seen \ 
Love that was like this? r e p ( 
Hast thou given up thy life / 
Wholly to be His? ) 
Leoda Buckwalter 
Delhi, India 
"Looking back over my 
past 50 years of Christian living . . 
. . . I remember the great revival from 1927 when I dedicated myself 
to the Lord and was studying at a Bible seminary. Rev. Kauffman and Rev. 
Kilbourne, American missionaries to Japan, must be very happy about the 
revival. One after another, young people were saved and 100 to 150 of 
them dedicated their lives to the Lord to be ministers. Churches were built 
everywhere in Japan and evangelists were sent out even to China. The 
spirit of prayers were upon the people and they kept praying with tears 
night and day. The fires on the altar kept burning without quenching. They 
went out to have various meetings like tent and street meeting. Those who 
were being saved were added daily to the church. To see the fact that 
many of them are now taking responsibility of the evangelism in Japan 
assures me that Japan has not been forsaken by God. God is the one who 
can make stones into the children of Abraham. 
I would like to say that what today's Japanese church needs are faith 
and earnest prayers. Difficult theology and beautiful sermons, good 
organizations we have in abundance. The power from God never comes 
without waiting upon God by prayer. The technical means and ways of 
human beings stop God's work. I am praying God for the power of faith 
upon the Japanese evangelists so that they can move the hands of 
almighty God, and for the love to overcome every obstacle, and for the 
unquenching spirit of prayers. There are many Bible studies these days 
but on the other hand, worshipping God is decreasing. 
Please pray that Japanese churches will become the ones following 
the apostles' steps. What are mostly necessary now are the evangelists 
who pray, the ones who can do personal evangelism in season or out of 
season, and the churches that value individual life. The churches should, 
instead of getting satisfied with the crowdedness at their special 
meetings, make such believers as to be able to do personal evangelism. 
Some may say these are very old methods, but I am convinced that 
the church must be built, supported, nourished, and guided according to 
the Word of God. 
Chie Matoba—Tokyo, Japan 
JESUS IMMANUEL 
Jesus Immanuel 
Brave of Israel 
Our King 
I beg from you 
Hold me with mercy 
Chase the enemies 
All of them from me. 
4. Help therefore King 
That I hold to you 
With a heart 
Light the eyes that I see the sins 




They had one wish 
To kill your child 
He [Satan] follows me 
He hunts for me 
He deceives me with treachery. 
But Jesus mine 
Stay with me 
So I won't fear 
You are my shield 
You are my knobkerrie 
All the sweet things 
I've been given. 
photo by R. Virginia Kauffman 
Retired pastor Ngwenya (center) is still 
on the job, witnessing while a patient at 
Phumula hospital. 
About the Man and His Songs 
Baba Ngwenya, as he is respectfully called, is known for his deep 
love and dedication to Christ and the church. Whether at home or at the 
hospital suffering from physical problem resulting from old age, he daily 
tells others about Christ. 
His love for Christ and the church is expressed in songs he 
composed and taught to the children of his village for "special songs" at 
his services. 
Ngwenya is very old now and another has been chosen to carry the 
pastoral load at Pelela church in the Gwaii. 
I LIKEECHURCHEE 
Music and words by Kokola Ngwenya 
Scored by Eleanor Ginder 
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I like e-church-ee,. I like e-church-ee. Ev -ry- bod- y like e-church-ee; 
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I. sing, al- le- lu- iah;, Ver- y well, I do.* I like e-church-ee! 
'Does not refer to how well he feels he sings, but that he likes 
echurchee very well. 
But Ngwenya will be at church 
every time there is a service, 
encouraging someone to 
serve the Lord, until his 
strength is completely gone. 
Most of Ngwenya 's 
songs are written originally 
in Ndebele. But the chorus "I 
like Church" appears in his 
very best English which he 
has picked up from others. 
Eleanor Ginder, 
Rev. J. Andrew Stoner interviews Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dressell, who with their four-
year-old son attend the Cincinnati Brethren in Christ Church. 
"You cant touch Him, but He is much 
more there than He used to be." 
ANDY: How did you become interested in our local congregation? 
BERNIE: Well, about two years ago two members came over here 
one afternoon and gave me some literature and invited us to church. I told 
Paul about it and he and Eddie went for walks down there and tried to find 
the church. One Saturday they found the church and tried to open it but it 
was locked, so we finally decided that the best way to get to church was to 
call Pastor Stoner, which we did. 
ANDY: And what about the first Sunday when you came? I believe we 
were having a meal that Sunday, weren't we? 
PAUL: Yes, we timed it rather well. What we noticed right away about 
the congregation was their happiness and enthusiasm. So many churches 
that I have been to, there is nothing wrong with their religious zeal but they 
don't seem very happy about it. 
BERNIE: Yes, we walked in there and, like Paul said, everyone was 
very happy. Perhaps I should say that Paul and I are both totally blind and 
they came half way to meet us. Oh, of course, they were a little shy — I 
think we were too — but we fit in. Of course, this was the one thing we 
worried about. The church is close to us. We can walk to it on a nice day. 
We became interested in the people and they're interested in us. 
PAUL: I remember when we first started. We just came to church — 
we didn't go to Sunday School. Then gradually we started attending 
Sunday School and finally prayer meeting. When we started, there wasn't 
any pressure for us to join right away. It all came in its good time. 
BERNIE: I enjoy those fellowship meetings that we have every so 
often, with dinners. I can cook my food and they can cook theirs. I also 
belong to the Ladies Fellowship. They have made me their secretary and I 
enjoy this work very much. This is a small church — a small group and my 
husband and I both feel very comfortable. We feel that we belong and we 
can give and take part in everything that happens. 
PAUL: In even small things like cleaning up the church, there are 
definite things that we can do. 
BERNIE: Yes, and other people have been very helpful to me within 
the congregation. Every now and then we need someone to go shopping 
for groceries and what not. The stores aren't as close as the realty 
company led us to think when we bought the house. But the various 
people in the congregation have been very good in helping us to get to the 
stores or doctors or whatever. 
ANDY: Would you care to comment briefly on your own spiritual 
growth in the last little while since you have been associated with us here? 
PAUL: We were baptized about a year ago and have officially joined 
as members. I think what influences me the most are our prayer meetings 
and Bible studies each Wednesday night. God has become very personal 
and actually someone to whom I can relate. We have learned about the 
goodness of God. He does render harsh judgments when necessary, but 
too many churches dwell on that to the exclusion of His goodness. And we 
have also learned about the positive benefits of praising God in all 
circumstances — not only when things are going good but when they 
don't appear to be going good to us. 
BERNIE: To me right now I feel that in joining this church and being 
able to participate in everything — the church, the Bible study group, the 
prayer meetings — has made God more of a reality, more than someone 
that you think of now and then. He is always there. He has always been 
there but since we've joined and since we have been baptized, I believe in 
particular it has been — well, He's really real. You can't touch Him but He 
is much more there than He used to be. 
PAUL: I have enjoyed being a designated pinch hitter in working with 
the Sunday School and filling in when the superintendent is gone and 
even taking over prayer meeting a time or two. It has helped me out a 
great deal because my public speaking is not very fluent and it has done a 
lot for me and I hope it has done as much for the congregation. 
BERNIE: One of the biggest things for me is that I am not just one 
member in this church. I am a specific person. Last year I was asked to 
work in conjunction with one of the others in Bible School and I enjoyed it 
very much. This year they have asked me to teach the children crafts in 
Bible School and this work is a big thing for me. I can definitely offer 
something and I enjoy teaching and this will be very good. 
ANDY: Tell us about the recent congregational project you have 
helped with. 
PAUL: The church has just concluded a project to raise money for a 
paved driveway. Bishop Climenhaga gave the pastor $25 and each of us 
volunteered to take a dollar and invest it. I sold candy and my wife made 
pin cushions. 
BERNIE: I could make three pin cushions a day. It took about an hour 
to make one. The pin cushion is actually a tuna fish can or a cat food can. 
We have a cat and he contributed the cans. You don't take the cover 
completely off, cover it with felt, and then you stuff it with foam rubber or 
nylons or something of that sort. It makes a real nice little pin cushion — 
looks like a little chair. I'd make three or four and Paul would take them 
down to the Welfare Department and sell them, or we would take them 
over to the bowling alley and sell them. 
PAUL: I think she made about 25. 
BERNIE: Paul sold candy when he could and then when I found a 
person who wanted it, I sold it so that actually we both more or less 
worked with each other's projects as well. 
ANDY: And starting from the one dollar, your project returned over 
$100. What do you feel this has done for our church? 
PAUL: It has given them a unity that wasn't always present before, 
and an added sense of purpose. 
BERNIE: I think too that they know us a little bit better in that they 
know that if there is anything that we can do, we'll do it. We can participate 
and do our share. 
47 
God Is What? 
We were discussing the problem of offerings in one of our pastors' 
meetings. After lengthy discussion, one of the pastors stood up and gave 
a very impressive testimony. It went something like this: 
We don't know the blessings of God because we don't know the 
blessing of giving. I always give to God and He always blesses me. Even if 
I only get six bags of maize, I will give God one. When we moved to this 
area we all cleared our fields and planted. I am plowing in the original 
fields which I cleared. As it is the custom of our people to plant in a field 
several years and then let that land rest and clear new fields; everyone 
else has cleared new fields. Some have changed fields two or three times 
already. I am still plowing in my original fields. 
Many people look at my fields and say, "Oh, MaNdlovu, what kind of 
manure do you put on your fields? We all came here together and cleared 
our fields at the same time. You are still plowing in your original fields. The 
rest of us have changed fields but your crops are always much better than 
ours. What kind of manure do you use?" She straightened herself up in 
the meeting and said, "I tell them, God is my manure." God blesses those 
who give. 
I have heard God called many things. It was my first time to hear him 
called that. I must confess it was an extremely effective testimony in that 
setting. 
J. R. Shenk, Rhodesia 
Mary, Joseph and the 
Babe 
The artist, Frank Wesley, 
t e a c h e s a r t a t t h e 
Woodstock School, India. 
Used by permission. 
JAMGHAT 
A short distance from the Santal village a swelling crowd chattered 
excitedly, waiting for sunset. As stars began to twinkle above, candles 
glowed here and there among the group. At a signal from the leader, a 
joyful noise burst out: a turbaned young man played a melody on his 
harmonium, some clashed cymbals or shook rattle-like instruments, a 
bare-footed boy blew briskly on his home-made flute, and the rest sang, 
clapping vigorously. Advancing toward the center of the village, some 
people were dancing and leaping to show their happiness, some were 
waving branches, others walked more sedately with their candles. 
What was the reason for all this? This was the annual celebration of 
Christ's birth in our world, as expressed by our tribal Christians in Bihar. 
Known as the "Jamghat" (The Gathering-Together), this is the climax 
of our Christian Tour, when every village in which our Christians live is 
visited by one of about ten teams. The Jamghat is valuable in several 
ways. Before conversion, these people participated in the many Hindu 
festivals; now this meaningful Christmas celebration helps to fill that 
vacuum. Also, many of the Christians live in villages surrounded by Hindu 
neighbors, and rarely see others of their own faith. At the Jamghat, they 
fellowship with many other Christians, and gather courage as they see the 
strength of the Church and as they laugh, sing, worship and eat with 
hundreds like themselves. Since any happening inevitably attracts 
onlookers, the Jamghat is also a witness of what the Christian faith is 
about to those who stand wondering on the edges of the crowds. 
Jamghat always begins "officially" with the processions going into 
the host village, as described above. The joyous and vigorous singing, 
playing of various instruments, and yes, the dancing, all reflect the 
freedom from fear found only in Christ. The dancing perhaps can be 
likened to that which King David did as he tried to express his overflowing 
praise to God. 
Once inside the village, people seat themselves comfortably on straw 
spread on the ground, under the big tarpaulins stretched from bamboo 
Goats and pumpkins were part 
of the Christmas offering. 
photos by Eldon Bert 
poles, and the program begins. At least one drama is presented, per-
haps "Pilgrim's Progress," or the Life Story of Evangelist Benjamin, 
or something else meaningful—with help and encouragement from the 
onlookers as needed! Special groups sing (in unison), perhaps one or two 
Western traditional Christmas tunes, but mostly their own Santali or 
Uraon tunes that often express a hint of melancholy, or sometimes are 
rousing and cheerful. A thrilling experience this year for the audience of 
about 700 was the showing of two Biblical films in Hindi. 
A break comes any time after 9:00 p.m. for food. Huge mounds of 
steaming rice, dal (lentils) and vegetable curries have been cooked over 
trench fires and are ready to be dished out to the hungry folks sitting 
cross-legged with their plates or banana leaves in front of them. After 
eating, the weary ones find a corner to curl up in, with a blanket wrapped 
tightly around themselves, but others stay up most of the night singing. 
The main sermon is the next morning. Then the people scatter, 
returning to their own villages — walking, riding bicycles, some traveling 
in jeeps or buses. They go, fortified spiritually by the participation in 
praise and worship of their Lord Jesus Christ, a bit stronger than they had 
come, a bit more ready to live and to endure in the Faith. 
Doris Cober, India 
Baskets of grain, fowl, and rupee 
notes tied to sticks were also 
offered. 
YOU ARE NEAR 
by Genaro Gonzalez Cruz 
Oh, Lord, my Lord Jesus Christ 
You are near me. 
I do not see you, 
But I feel your power. 
More than that, 
I feel how much you care for me, 
And my heart rejoices. 
You give me courage 
Again and again. 
Your word to me is 




I am not afraid, 
Though the world should end. 
It may pass away, 
But your arms will be surrounding me. 
And now, in the meantime, 
As I go along, 
I find the strength I need 
Little by little, 
To see me through 
Every struggle, 
Every test. 
Oh, Christ, it is your strength 
That will be my help, 
Until the time arrives 
When you come 
And reveal yourself 
And I see your face 
And you take me with you 
To that place 
At God's right hand. 
One of the young Aztec men who assists us in translation work wrote this devotional poem of 
trust in Christ. It takes on addit ional poignancy when one realizes the author's young wife 
had gone to be with the Lord only two months previously. 
Translated by Carl and Mari lyn Wolgemuth, Mexico 
THE LORD'S DAY 
Today's services are at Gqalaza, to begin at 9:30. Since we do not 
have transport we will leave with the Overseer at 8:30. However, at 9:00 we 
are still at home when the telephone rings: the Overseer is sick in bed but 
we can take his car. So, borrowing another car, we go the two miles to 
Ndlovu's home and soon are on our way. 
Our journey leads over rocks, around gullies, through rivers and 
sand . . . is this the correct path? The church should be on the other side 
of that "kopje" but we are going the opposite direction. Ah, there is the 
other road. In a short time we see the buildings. We are a few minutes late 
but see no one. Investigation shows the place is deserted, so we return to 
the car. We are certain the people will come. My husband who had a short 
night will have a sleep on the back seat. Perhaps I can do a bit of writing 
. . . but only six lines. 
Out of the bush come the pastor and another leader — they come 
directly to the car parked in the shade of a tree. After we greet, the pastor 
rings the bell, a piece of iron dangling under the same tree and struck by a 
piece of pipe. There are other things to be done. One of the classroom 
doors had fallen down so the pastor picks it up and puts it back into 
position. Other people are coming from every direction. After greeting, 
the women sit on the ground under another tree perhaps fifty yards 
distant. The children run off into the bush and soon are back with 
branches to sweep the floor. In a short time the dust is coming out of the 
window openings and the door. Having served their purpose the 
"brooms" are discarded and benches are carried into the assembly room 
from the adjoining classrooms. When the room is in order the children 
return to the other side of the building. Some are playing ball with a wad of 
plastic bags while others are just chattering. The men have congregated 
under "our" tree. 
Now, at 10:45 the pastor rings the hand bell and starts singing a 
song. The people file into the church from their various places. By this 
time there are 10 men, 3 boys, 24 women and 16 girls. This is a special 
service, a rally. People have come from neighbouring churches and 
continue coming even as the service progresses. 
The different churches report on their progress. The leader urges 
them to be strictly honest with the following results: one responds, "At 
Blanket we have left it go"; another says, "Just like Sunday School we are 
surpassed because we are lazy"; still another reports, "Bayadonda" (they 
just don't come, for no reason at all). What effect will such reports have on 
this young leader? "Listen," he says at break-time, "I am encouraged 
even if they talk like this. There is a much better interest in the services 
than there had been previously." The service continues for two hours; 
then everyone files out. It is time for slices of bread and a warm "cool 
drink." 
As the hand bell rings again the people come from their shady spots 
and re-enter the church. By now the crowd has increased and they must 
be seated with care in order that all may enter. All the women are seated 
on backless benches to the right and the men in the same manner to the 
left. Children are gathered around the front and in the aisle sitting on the 
floor. Last of all an old crippled lady arrives, led by a small child. She sits 
on the floor in the middle of the aisle near the door — her most 
comfortable position. 
The singing is good. There are not only hymns but choruses as well. 
Many of the choruses are accompanied by motions. "Take Jonah, and 
throw him into the sea and the gospel will go forth!" (Repeated as often as 
the solo leader chooses.) Then, "They try to put it out (as a fire) but it still 
burns — this gospel, my brothers." There are special songs too. Today 
there are three. Usually when a "special" is announced everyone who is to 
sing remains seated for a short time, then they proceed to the front. The 
taller people are often in the front row, the page is frequently found after 
arrival on the platform, and it is not unlikely that someone will return to the 
bench to get the book. With a book for everyone, the next problem is the 
pitch. However, after five or six "hummings" the special is usually 
successful. The audience expresses its appreciation with a humming 
sound as the singers turn to go to their seats. 
Next is offering time. The audience stands to sing "Take My Life and 
Let it Be" and those with an offering file to the front to put it on the table. It 
will always be presented with the right hand, a sign of respect. Women will 
curtsy as their pennies are placed on the table. Men will sometimes have 
5c, 10c or even 25c to present. A mother may put 5c on the table, pick up 
4c from the pile of offering and distribute these pennies to four people in 
the audience so they can personally give. Or, if they do not have the 
proper change, they may ask the pastor to give them change from the 
table as others wait their turn in the aisle. Today, the crippled lady seated 
on the floor pulls the skirt of another and gives her two pennies to take up 
the table. Since we are many, the five verses of this song are not enough 
so we start over again until all have had the opportunity to offer. 
A look over the audience shows some are very well dressed while 
others are not. The crippled lady is wearing two dresses. Some of the 
children are wearing dresses made from new patches. Each person is 
wearing his best. The lady dressed completely in black is a widow; she will 
wear those clothes for a year. Those with the black piece of cloth pinned 
to their sleeve with a safety pin are close relatives of the deceased. 
The speaker for the main service has read his text "one thing thou 
lackest." A question is directed to the children on the floor. "Children, you 
are going to school. Your father has paid your fees and bought all your 
books. You have everything you need except a pencil. How does it go?" 
"We can't learn." "But you have everything — a pencil is a very small 
thing." "We must have a pencil." The message is clear — we need men 
and women who are spiritual giants. In response to the speaker's "Thank 
the Lord" the audience replies "Amen" in chorus. The seed has been 
sown again. 
As the people file out of the door, two boys count the number 
present. Then, there is another round of greeting and farewelling as the 
people scatter from the church in all directions. As I shake the hand of the 
old crippled lady, a smile softens the lines of her face while she thanks for 
the wonderful service and urges us to return. 
The two cars present are filled to capacity. As soon as the door is 
closed and the engine started the passengers begin singing at the top of 
their voices. Thus the good news is spread as the car retraces the path by 
which it came, stopping here and there to leave off passengers. 
We arrive back at the Overseer's home about 5:00 to find him feeling 
better in answer to prayer. He invites us into his house where we report on 
the day. After an hour of sharing burdens and concerns with each other, 
we return to our home thanking the Lord for such men of vision. 
Ethel Bundy 
Ekuphileni Bible Institute, 
Rhodesia 
En las luchas y en las pruebas 
The following chorus has been sung often since the December 1972 earthquake in 
Nicaragua. It speaks of hope in the midst of testings and of our personal responsibility to 
share that hope with others. 
Through strifes and through testings 
the Church will continue moving forward, 
Through strifes and through testings, 
the Church will cont inue moving forward 
and only hold back to preach the Word of God. 
Oh, glory! hallelujah! 
The Church will cont inue moving forward 
Oh, glory! hallelujah! 
The Church will cont inue moving forward 
and only hold back to preach the Word of God. 
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Bijoy Raub (right) from 
Orissa, and Karma Legshe 
from Tibet become brothers 
in Christ within three days. 
photo by William Hoke 
"If we believe to the Jesus 
without any doubt, then 
we get the peace path 
fairly.'' 
While visiting in Sarnath, Bill and I met a 17-year-old Buddhist monk 
from Tibet. I gave him two tracts and then began to tell him about Jesus 
Christ. There he stood in his long purple Buddhist monk robe and listened 
most intently. I believe right there and then — standing by the jeep van — 
the Holy Spirit opened his heart and Christ entered. 
The following week we received the following letter from the young 
man: 
. . . When you saw me you said to me, I will give you one. Then you gave me two pieces 
of book [tracts]. Then we began to conversation each other, but at that t ime [Bill] is not 
present. You told me about Christian. You show me on what condi t ion we get the peace in 
this world part. If we believe to the Jesus without any doubt then we get the peace path fairly. 
Then I and you are talking about Christian, our Lord Jesus is seeing both of us. It is 
great fortunate [he was very fortunate to hear the gospel]. The person who believes to the 
Christian is living always in peace. I was extremely glad to hear again and again f rom you. 
The photo which was given by you is living in my pocket. Unfortunately we haven't got 
any more t ime together . . . 
Some time later, we sent Bijoy, a student at the Seminary, to Sarnath 
to contact Karma, who was living in a monastery and studying at Sanskrit 
University. Bijoy returned with the following letter: 
. . . Here I am getting well with Lord Jesus. I expect that you will pray for me each day 
because I am alone here. I am sorry that I postpone to send a letter to you because I am very 
much busy on final exam preparation. 
You must don't forget your Karma who is living alone in Sarnath. Please you send me a 
letter if you got this letter. Now I am closing my cheery letter with best wishes and Lord is 
praying to received letter for me. 
Last week we had a spiritual life convention here at Allahabad Bible 
Seminary and invited Karma to come (about 100 miles each way). Early 
the first Sunday morning he came to our door. Sunday evening, with 
twelve others, he made a public confession of Christ. We wish we had a 
tape recording of his prayer as he and Bijoy, with whom he stayed, met 
with us to have prayer before he left. What a changed person! 
Mary Hoke 
Allahabad, India 
photo by George Bundy 
"I thought I would first 
do my own will, 
and God s last. . ." 
(Testimony in Ekuphileni Chapel) 
God appears and calls people in many different ways. God requires 
all kinds of people in His ministry. 
It was in 1970 August, when God first talked to me about my serving 5 5 
in His work. I took time praying about that and then I thought I would first 
do my own will and God's last. This was disobeying God. 
In the beginning of 1971 when I was ready to plan for my work for the 
year, God appeared to me in a different way. I fell ill and I could not do 
anything at this time. I went to the hospital where I stayed for six months. 
At the end of the first month I received a letter from my wife carrying sad 
news about my twins. They were seriously ill. I told her to bring them to the 
hospital where I was. 
When they came they were admitted and sent where I was. We were 
all in the hospital for six months. At this time we really learned to commit 
our whole lives to God. One of the twins was seriously ill. She was being 
injected five times a day. There was no sign of recovery for about a whole 
month. One day my wife and I decided to pray a special prayer for her. It 
was during the night when we knelt down and prayed. I am sure God was 
with us. At this time we experienced God's divine answer. It was not long 
until she was healed. Her hard breathing stopped at once. Of course, we 
couldn't believe it, since this was our first experience of answered prayer. 
Truly we were to believe at last, because the child is well even to this day. 
Just today when I look at Judith, I see God's power and presence. 
Since the beginning of 1972 when I left for the Bible School [at 
Ekuphileni] I never thought I would finish even the first term without being 
called back home to some illness of the children. It was through God's will 
that I spent the whole year receiving good news only from my family. I 
thought I would also be going to the hospital every now and then, but it 
was wonderful that I never went to the hospital till now [healthy through 
today]. Again God cared for the family in all. They get their daily needs, 
and they are cared for in all by God. 
I am sure God planned to speak to us while we were at the hospital 
because during this time we experienced many wonders from God. When 
we left the hospital we had no other decision to make but to follow where 
He wanted me to go. There are some other wonderful things happened 
during last year and this year. Now I am totally convinced about God's 
existence and His power. 
Solomon Chauke 





She fed me with monke; 
In my early childhood, I stayed in my uncle's village, in a fairly 
religious home. I use the word "fairly" because the majority of the family 
believed in one religion — Christianity, the universal religion. 
Grandma was not a member of any church. Yet she saw a lot of good 
in the teachings of Christianity: love, brotherhood and service. But she 
approached Christianity with paganism and superstition. I spent most of 
the time with her, and she fed me with monkey-nuts and superstition. I 
was most interested in her talks about witches and wizards whom she told 
me were "creatures of extraordinary power." "There is scarcely anything 
they can not do," she would say. I cannot mention all her stories lest I have 
to write too much. There were other members who were neither pagan 
nor members of the church in this village. 
Mother and Auntie were more influential on me than Grandma. They 
were members of the Brethren in Christ Church and attended services at 
Tshalimbe School, not far from home. So when they went to church, they 
took us along with them. This made me so used to going to Sunday 
School that I later on went there on my own accord. My cousin and I used 
to invite our friends Sam and Jonathan to go to church every weekend 
because we had a very short distance of less than one kilometer to walk. 
To me the most inviting things in Sunday School were the pictures 
from the Bible stories which Mrs. Nkala, our Sunday School teacher (who 
was also my Grade One teacher) used to illustrate the stories that she told 
us. When I returned from church, the first person to whom I talked was 
Mother, who always asked me what we had learned about in Sunday 
Irma and Helen, with Jackie three, 
Cundina, Tammy, Gladys (and me), 
Tammy and Barb, Theresa too, 
Toni, now Lollie, Debbie to woo. 
All pretty faces, long black hair, 
Smiles and laughter — right on, there! 
Noise and commotion, try as we might; 
Walking together to outwit the night. 
The hot flash of anger, defiant reply; 
Cold, caustic comments from tongues dipped in l y e -
Shadows on girls intended to be 
All that they promise, consummately. 
Through tears and frustration love can detect 
The deep bonds of friendship and mutual respect; 
With glimmers of victory—the image of C h r i s t -
Dispelling the shadows and lighting the night. 
Warren Hoffman 
-nuts and superstitions" 
School. She was glad to hear that I could retell everything well many 
times. 
When I attended the same school I still continued going to Sunday 
School during the weekends. Mother and Auntie did not like children who 
did not attend Sunday School, that is, unless they were ill. Sometimes 
evangelists visited my uncle's home and held meetings with us including 
Grandma, who could not quite believe in the preaching, especially when 
the evangelist said there were no wizards. I could see her gaze 
motionlessly at the evangelist as he preached. I was very happy when 
evangelists visited us because most of them told good stories about 
Jesus. 
In 1966 I repented and was baptized by Reverend Sibanda in June 
1967. This was the most remarkable of all the remarkable days I can still 
recall. I was, like many others, a member of the Brethren in Christ Church, 
and this brought joy and happiness in my heart because I felt renewed 
and refreshed. In the years before I had not grown up to full realization of 
what being a Christian and going to church for prayer meant, but now I 
knew what kind of life to live. 
Today I feel greatly indebted to Mother who instructed me to go to 
Sunday School every weekend. More important, she encouraged me to 
repent and be baptized, and above all, to avoid indulgence in evil deeds. 
Davis Ncube 
(Written for English Class 1971. 
He is now a teacher at a 
Rhodesia outschool). 
PERSONNEL ROSTER 
July 1972 —June 1973 
These people shared in the missions fellowship of the Brethren in 
Christ Church during the 12-month period from July 1, 1972 to June 30, 
1973. Addresses may be found in the Quarterly Missions Directory, 
published in the EVANGELICAL VISITOR on the 10th of January, April, 
July and October. 
One asterisk (*) indicates short-term personnel giving voluntary 
service; two asterisks (**) indicate short-term volunteers in earning 
assignment in the community. 
Rhodesia 
Book, Lois, nursing 
Brubaker, Graybil l & Ethel, conference 
secretary, hostel 
Brubaker, JoAnne, teaching 
Buckwalter, Loraine, nursing 
Bundy, George & Ethel, church, youth min-
istries 
Climenhaga, Daryl*, teaching 
Dell, Evelyn (Noel), nursing 
Ebersole, Marilyn, laboratory technician 
Engle, Phyllis*, bookroom 
Frey, Mir iam, teaching 
Ginder, Carl & Eleanor, field secretary, 
church ministries 
Ginder, Joseph & Ann, bookroom 
Graybill, Anna, teaching 
Hess, Earl & Lois, hospital ministries, nur-
sing 
Hock, Ruth, teaching 
Hoover, Ellen, teaching 
Kauffman, R. Virginia, physician 
Keefer, Luke & Martha, bible institute 
teaching 
King, Samuel & Joyce, farm manager, 
evangelism 
Knepper, Carl & Winifred, teaching, nur-
sing 
Kreider, Nancy J., teaching 
Lady, Mrs. Jesse*, bookroom 
Lehman, ErmaG. , teaching 
Lehman, Steven*, maintenance, building 
Mann, Robert & Carolyn, teaching 
Mann, Roy & Esther*, hospital ministries, 
nursing 
Martin, Dorothy, teaching 
Melhorn, Eva Mae, teaching 
Musser, Clarence & Helen*, financial sec-
retary 
Myers, Mi ldred, teaching 
Potteiger, Donald & Dorothy, farm man-
ager, evangelism 
Sheffer, Elsie G.*, bookroom 
Shenk, Jacob & Nancy, extension bible 
teaching 
Sider, Lois Jean, teaching 
Sollenberger, Donna, nursing 
Stansfield, Barbara, teaching 
Switzer, Edna M., secretary to bishop 
Tyson, Mrs. Katie*, homemaking, hostel 
Weisser, Sharon, teaching 
Winger, Betty*, teaching 
Wingert, Chester & Ruth*, bookroom 
Zambia 
Bert, Samuel & Erma Jean, hospital min-
istries, nursing 
Bril l inger, Velma, secretary to bishop 
Brubaker, David & Leona, educational 
ministries 
Brubaker, Levi & Sandra, bookroom, bible 
teaching 
Bulgrien, Kenneth & Elva, teaching, office 
assistants 
deHaan, Adr ianus & Barbara*, building, 
nursing 
Graybil l , Robert & Mari lyn*, maintenance, 
nursing 
Heisey, Mary, nursing 
Heisey, Shirley, nursing 
Holland, Fredric & Grace, theological edu-
cation, by extension (Africa) 
Horst, Mark & Esther*, teaching 
Hykes, Naomi*, bookroom, secretary 
Kettering, Anna, teaching 
Kibler, George & Rachel, bookroom, 
church ministries 
Kipe, Frank & Blanche, bishop 
Lady, Martha, nursing 
Lady, Mary Olive, teaching 
Longenecker, Fannie, bible institute teach-
ing 
McEwen, Ann, nursing 
Miller, Arlene*, nursing instruction 
Miller, Edith, teaching 
M u s s e r , C h a r l e s N., maintenance & 
building 
Musser, Glenn & Eileen*, teaching, nursing 
Musser, Laveme*, maintenance, building 
Musser, Merle*, maintenance, building 
Nissly, Curtis & Violet, teaching, building 
Peters, Eva Mae, nursing 
Poe, Marshall & Eleanor, church min-
istries, bible institute teaching 
Ruegg, Lome & Lois*, teaching 
Shelly, Dallas & Faye, teaching, nursing, 
building 
Shelly, Ray*, maintenance, building 
S t e r n , D o r i s , financial secretary, 
bookroom 
Stern, Ira and Mir iam, field secretary, 
church ministries 
India 
B u c k w a l t e r , A l l e n & L e o d a , radio 
ministries 
Cober, James & Doris, church ministries 
Hoke, Wil l iam & Mary, seminary teaching 
Kreider, Henry & Edna, physician, nursing 
Sider, Harvey & Erma, superintendent in-
dia missions 
Sider, John & Ethel, church ministries 
Smith, Joseph & Marietta, student & youth 
evangelism 
Yoder, Leora, nursing 
Japan 
Book, Doyle & Thelma, church ministries 
Botts, Timothy & Nancy*, english teaching 
Graybill, John & Lucille, superintendent 
japan missions 
Tarnavsky, Rosalyn*, english teaching 
Thomas, Dwight & Carol*, english teaching 
Zook, Marl in & Ruth, church ministries 
Nicaragua 
Kelly, Walter & Lynda, superintendent 
nicaragua missions 
Sider, Bert & Marian, language study 
Musser , Char les & Cara, evangelism, 
pastoral, nursing 
Mission & Extension Churches 
B e c k e r , A b r a h a m & E l i z a b e t h , 
Bloomington, (Ky.) 
Bender, Maurice & Eloise, Orlando, (Fla.) 
Brubaker, Mil ford & Ella, Savilie, (Pa.) 
B u c k w a l t e r , Dav id & Loa, Pomeroy 
Chapel, (Tenn.) 
Byer, Eldon & Mar i lynn, Waisingham, 
(Ont.) 
Climenhaga, Robert & Darlene, Delisle, 
(Sask.) 
Cobb, Tyrus & Alice, Sheboygan, (Wis.) 
Cooper, Art & Elda, Salem, (Ore.) 
Dohner, Elam & Helen, Phoneton, (Ohio) 
Dohner, Ernest & Ruth, Mt. Holly Springs, 
(Pa.) 
Hen, Ohmer & Rozella, Dayton, (Ohio) 
Hershberger, Atlee & Janet, Knifley, Mil-
lerfields, (Ky.) 
Keller, Marvin & Miriam, Baltimore, (Md.) 
Loney, Cecil & Myrle, Brooklyn, (N. Y.) 
Martin, Wil l iam & Louise, Searights, (Pa.) 
Miller, Earl & Audrey, Maple Grove, (Mich.) 
Moore, Maurice & Mable, Paddockwood, 
(Sask.) 
Morningstar, Ross & Betty, Hunlock Creek, 
(Pa.) 
Oldham, Samuel & Sarah, Little Marsh, 
(Pa.) 
Parker, Irving & Peggy, DeRossett, (Tenn.) 
Reid, Kenneth & Charlotte, Hanover, (Pa.) 
Ritchey, Harry & Jeanetta, Blandburg, 
(Pa.) 
Schock, John & Ruth, Hamilton, (Ont.) 
Smucker , Paul & Heidi, Farris Mines & 
Bethel, (Va.) 
Steffee, Larry & Rita, Llewellyn, (Pa.) 
Stern, Aaron & Martha, Ontario, (Cal.) 
Stoner, Andrew & Anita, Cincinnati, (Ohio) 
Stoner, John & Janet, Bellevue Park, Hbg., 
(Pa.) 
Strouse, Larry & Melba, Adney Gap, (Va.) 
Swartz, Wil l iam & Maxine, Blairs Mills, 
(Pa.) 
Walters, LeRoy & Cora, Skyline View, 
Hbg., (Pa.) 
Wenger, J. Ralph, Hagerstown, (Md.) 
White, Orvin & Colleene, Roanoke, (Va.) 
Wingert, Gerald & Lucille, McMinnville, 
(Tenn.) 
Zook, Jerry, Saskatoon, (Sask.) 
Special Missions 
Albrecht, Ronald & Sharon, dorm parents-
boys, Montreal Lake Children's Home 
Beuker, Andrea, dorm helper-girls, Mon-
treal Lake Children's Home 
Book, Alvin & Thata, superintendent & 
pastor, New York 
Book, Esther, teacher, secretary, Navajo 
Mission 
Bowman, Ron & Gayle, superintendent, 
Montreal Lake Children's Home 
Charles, Richard*, hospital lab, Navajo 
Mission 
Copenhaver, Rachel*, nursing, Navajo 
Mission 
Cornish, Kathy, cooking, Montreal Lake 
Children's Home 
Crider, Dana & Judith**, rehabilitation 
aide, clerical, New York 
Cummings, Mary**, teaching, New York 
Dickey, Rex & Lois*, hotel services, San 
Francisco 
Engle, Lucil le**, nursery school assistant, 
New York 
Ens, Wil l iam & Marianne, dorm parents-
boys, Montreal Lake Children's Home 
Eyster, Daniel*, maintenance, Navajo Mis-
sion 
Eyster, Rosa, nursing, Navajo Mission 
Farthing, Alice, dorm helper-boys, Mon-
treal Lake Children's Home 
Fisher, Nancy**, social services, New York 
Frey, Mike**, youth worker, Labish 
Frey, Tom*, thrift store, music, San Fran-
cisco 
Frey, Wilson**, mail clerk, San Francisco 
Gordon , Herber t & Donna* , cooking, 
maintenance, Navajo Mission 
G r a m m , E l l e n * , domestic services, 
secretarial, New York 
Guenter, Evangeline, cooking, Montreal 
Lake Chi ldren's Home 
Hale, Tom & Ann, mission to men, San 
Francisco 
H a m m a n , C h a r l e n e * * , secretarial, 
cooking, San Francisco 
Harnish, Mary Ann*, secretarial, cooking, 
San Francisco 
Harris, Larry*, maintenance, San Fran-
cisco 
Hartman, Daniel*, maintenance, Montreal 
Lake Chi ldren's Home 
Heise, Arthur & Verna, dorm parents-girls, 
Montreal Lake Chi ldren's Home 
Heise, Shirley*, nursing, Navajo Mission 
Heisey, Mar ion & Rachel, general director 
& pastor, Navajo Mission 
Heisey, Mari lyn, teaching, Navajo Mission 
Helems, James & Ronda*, teaching, nur-
sing, Navajo Mission 
Hess, Erma*, nursing, Navajo Mission 
Hess, James & Rosanna, dorm parents-
boys, Navajo Mission 
Hill, Paul & Evelyn, superintendent & 
pastor, San Francisco 
Hoffman, Warren & Connie, director com-
munity ministries, Labish 
Hoover, Anna Marie, medical records, 
Navajo Mission 
Hoover, Eunice, teaching, Navajo Mission 
Howell, Ruth*, teaching, Navajo Mission 
Imboden , John & M i ld red* , teaching, 
Navajo Mission 
Keagy, Paul Jr.*, thrift store, San Fran-
cisco 
Keller, Robert Jr. & Marian*, maintenance, 
Camp Brookhaven 
Lebo, Gary & Gloria*, youth work, cooking, 
secretarial, New York 
Lehman, Ruth*, secretarial, cooking, San 
Francisco 
Ludwig, John & Anna Mae, evangelism, 
Navajo Mission 
Martinez, Milagros**, clerical, San Fran-
cisco 
McCombs, Louise, cooking, Mont rea l 
Lake Children's Home 
Meiser, Devera**, switchboard operator, 
New York 
Minter, Samuel & Ruth*, caretaker & coor-
dinator, Camp Brookhaven 
Musser, Joyce*, nursing, Navajo Mission 
Musser, Ruth**, secretarial, New York 
Myers, J. Edward*, maintenance, Montreal 
Lake Children's Home 
Myers, Sharon*, secretarial, clerical, San 
Francisco 
Peters, Mrs. Olga, cooking, Montreal Lake 
Children's Home 
Poe, E. Allan**, clerical, New York 
Potteiger, James*, maintenance, Navajo 
Mission 
Robinson, Esther**, medical receptionist, 
San Francisco 
Rosado, Car los** , bank security, San 
Francisco 
Schock, Richard**, sales clerk, San Fran-
cisco 
Stauffer, Elsie*, nursing, Navajo Mission 
Stickley, Eldon & Margaret, maintenance 
supervisor, Montreal Lake Children's 
Home 
S t o n e r , B e n j a m i n & Eun i ce * , caring 
ministries, teaching, Navajo Mission 
Thuma, Kathleen, nursing, Navajo Mission 
Vobora, Katherine**, clerical, San Fran-
cisco 
Walters, Charles & Sylvia*, physician, nur-
sing, Navajo Mission 
Weaver, Duane*, pick-up & delivery, San 
Francisco 
Wenger, Judy**, clerical, San Francisco 
Wideman, Loreen*, nursing, Navajo Mis-
sion 
W o l g e m u t h , Ear l & Joan , business 
manager, Navajo Mission 
Yazzie, John Peter, evangelism, Navajo 
Mission 
Z i m m e r m a n , J o h n D a v i d & N a n c y , 
cooking, maintenance, Navajo Mission 
Christian Service Ministries 
Barnhart, Will iam, maintenance, Messiah 
College 
Barr, Keith, children's center, MCC-VS, 
Laurel, Md. 
Bowers, Jonathan, surgical assistant, Cin-
cinnati (BIC) 
Bulgrien, Daniel, maintenance, Messiah 
College 
Charlton, Mark & Lucille, teaching, MCC-
TAP, Zaire 
Crider, Gail, daycare supervisor, MCC-VS, 
Appalachia 
Detwiler, Glenn, ward clerk, Cincinnati 
(BIC) 
Engle, Kathy, food services, Messiah 
College 
Engle, Mil lard & Sharon, teaching, MCC-
TAP, Swaziland 
Engle, Vaughn & Sandy, unit leader, adult 
education, MCC-VS, Cincinnati 
Feese, Carolyn, adult education, MCC-VS, 
Cincinnati 
Ferree, Larry, business office, Messiah 
College 
Forry, Dennis, maintenance, Mile High 
Pines Camp 
Hackett, Linda, clerical, Messiah College 
Heise, Evan L., agricultural development, 
MCC-PAX, Zaire 
Heise, Lucille M., nursing, MCC-VS, Ap-
palachia 
H e i s e y , B e t h , women's community 
development, MCC, Jordan 
Heisey, Paul W., teaching, MCC-TAP, 
Nigeria 
Hoover, Roger, maintenance, Messiah 
College 
Huntoon, David, maintenance, Camp 
Lakeview 
Lovelace, Wesley, maintenance, Messiah 
College 
Mart in , Douglas, teaching, MCC-TAP, 
Algeria 
Mellinger, Barry, maintenance, Mile High 
Pines Camp 
Metzler, John & Adeline, teaching, MCC-
TAP, Zambia 
Miller, Norman, maintenance, Messiah 
College 
Musser, Michael, maintenance, Temple 
Campus, Messiah College 
Musser, Ronald, maintenance, Temple 
Campus. Messiah College 
Myers, Michael, maintenance, Mile High 
Pines Camp 
Pepper, Rollin & Lucille, teaching, MCC-
TAP, Zambia 
R i c h a r d s o n , N a n c y , food services, 
Messiah College 
Sider , Edward & Nancy, child care, 
Messiah Children's Home 
Thuma, Lois, nursing, MCC-VS, A p -
palachia 
Trainor, Ronald, maintenance, Messiah 
College 
Wander, Stephen, maintenance, Messiah 
College 
Wolgemuth, Jack & Marilyn, physician, 
medical services, MCC, Zaire 
Yoder, Lawrence & Shirlee, theological 
education, MCC, Indonesia 
Zercher, Wendel l & Faithe, teaching, MCC-
TAP, Zaire 
Personnel Serving Under Other Organizations 
Carlson, David & Florence, Trans World 
Radio, Monaco 
Doner, Ethel, Unevangelized Fields Mis-
sion, Haiti 
Engle, Anna R., The Evangelical Alliance 
Mission, South Africa 
Fretz, Lamar & Anna Mae, David Living-
stone Teacher Training College, Zam-
bia (Sel f S u p p o r t i n g M i s s i o n As-
sociate) 
Haines, Joe & Elaine, Mennonite Board of 
Missions, Israel 
Keefer, Kenneth, World Relief Commis-
sion, Viet Nam 
McCarty, Gulabi, Youth for Christ, India 
Musser, Robert & Marian, Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions, Tanzania 
P a w e l s k i , J o h n & R u t h , Mexican 
Evangelistic Mission, Mexico 
R a s e r , L o i s , Evangelical Methodist 
Church, Mexico 
Ress ler , D o n a l d & M i l d r e d , Central 
Alaskan Missions, Alaska 
Stuebing, Richard & Kathy, David Kaunda 
Secondary School, Zambia (Self Sup-
port ing Mission Associate) 
Trautwein, Harriet, Mexican Evangelistic 
Mission, Mexico 
Wolgemuth, Brenda, Campus Crusade for 
Christ, Indiana 
Wolgemuth, Carl & Marilyn, Wycliffe Bible 
Translators, Mexico 
Office Staff 
Heisey, J. Wilmer, executive secretary, 
christain service ministries, special 
missions (NA) 
Musser , J. Earl, director of missions 
(overseas), director of extension 
Nigh, Ross and Roxena, Canadian office 
Oberholtzer, Janet, special services, mis-
sionary conferences 
Pierce, Glen A., information services, as-
sociate director of christian service 
ministries 
Ressler, Verna Mae, financial secretary, 
special services 
Rotz, Carolyn, secretarial, transportation 
services 
Ruegg, Mary Lou, tax services, secretarial 
* indicates short-term personnel giving voluntary service. 
** short-term volunteer in earning assignment in the community. 
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28, 34, 44, 47, 51, 55 
Scott, Fannie 38 
"Serma" 18 
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Testimonies . 5, 13, 17, 20, 26, 29, 37, 
38, 39, 40,43, 45,47, 55,56 
"The Lord's Day" 51 
"This will be the celebration of the 
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"Three generations confess Christ" 37 
Tilak, Narayan Vaman 42 
Tithing 19,47 
"Tonga women and simple faith" . . 9 
Translations and paraphrases . . . . 22 
Tribal evangelism 4, 5 
"Vigilia" 24 
"We were feeling a real need 
for extra help" 7 
"We will now squeeze this 
matter today" 22 
Yoder, Lawrence 19 
"You Are Near" 50 
"You can't touch Him, 
but He is much more 
there than He used to be." 45 
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